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In this Issue

if any exist,have
Thisworldhas its shareof problemswhosesolutions,
mindof humanity.
On a smallerscale,however,
so far eludedthecollective
laboratory,
for example,creative
the pictureis brighter.In the development
problemsolvingis aliveandwell,the routineratherthanthe exception.
I got
this messageverystronglyfromthe afticlesin this issue,whichcoverthe
machinethat
Computer,
a transportable
designof the HP IntegralPersonal
system.Another
runsa versionof AT&TBellLaboratories'
UNIX'"operating
wereencounPC,yes,butwithenoughditferences
thata paradeof problems
reading.
teredfor the firsttimeandsolvedin waysthatmakeinteresting
By 1983,according
TheUNIXoperating
systemwasbornintheearly1970sat BellLaboratories.
By 1987,thisstudyprojects
to onestudy,therewereabout100,000UNIXsystemsin operation.
that therewill be about2,500,000
suchsystems.Thereseemto be two majorreasonsfor this
popularity.
computerarchitecture,
so software
First,the UNIXsystemisn'ttiedto any particular
Second,it is a
facilitiescan be portedeasilyto manycomputers.
developed
usingits extensive
powerfulmultitasking
system,ableto run manyapplications
at the sametime.
packagewasn'ttrivial.In the operating
system
But puttinga UNIXsystemintoa transportable
articleon page22,for example,we readthat UNIXsystemsusea lotof discmemory,butsince
wererestricted
to a small
a big discdriveis hardto carryaround,the IntegralPC'sdesigners
flexibledisc.Theirsolution?Emulatea harddiscin mainmemory.Callit a RAMdisc.Usethe
flexiblediscfor removable
file storage.Anotherproblem:UNIXsystemsbufferdiscwritesfor a
time beforeupdatingthe disc.Whathappensif someoneremovesthe discbeforethe buffered
withoutbufferingso it can be
datais writtento it? The solution?Updatethe disc immediately
includedextending
systemchallenges
removedat anytimewithoutlosingdata.Otheroperating
in an HP
andcontrol,essential
the UNIXkernelto providereal-time
servicesfor dataacquisition
to run on top of the UNIX
a BASIClanguagesubsystem
technicalcomputer,and developing
investments
in softwarefor HP Series80 Computers
operatingsystemso that HP customers'
wouldn'tbe lost.
The needfor a compactpackagepointedto somesortof flat displayinsteadof a CRT,but
Workwithmanufacturers
of electroluminescent
therewerenonethatmettheneeds.Thesolution?
drivesystem
displaysto developsourcesol suitabledisplays(seepage12).Developa resonant
to simplifydisplaycontrol(page10).Make
to savepower.Developa customgraphicsprocessor
sure the packageis rugged,sinceit's certainto be knockedaround(page18).To makethe
thatincludes
multitasking
systemeasilyaccessible
to theuser,developa userinterface
operating
windowing
applications
manager(page28).
capabilities
andan easy-to-use
You'llalsofind an introduction
to the IntegralPC on page4 and an articleon its electronic
theIntegral
PC'selectroluminescent
display,itswindows,
designon page6. Ourcoveremphasizes
and its transportability.
-R.P. Dolan

What's Ahead
The application
of thin{ilmtechnology
to improvethe densityand reliability
of discmemories
is thesubjectof nextmonth'sissue.AuthorsfromHP Laboratories
andthe DiscMemoryDivision
willdescribethe development
ol thin-filmmagnetic
disctechnology
at HP.
andevaluation
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PersonalComputerSystem
A Multitasking
for the TechnicalProfessional
multitasking
ThelntegralPC provideshigh-performance
operation,massstorage,graphicsand textoutput,and
package.
instrumentllO in a compact,transportable
by Tim J. Williamsand NelsonA. Mills
O BE AN EFFECTIVETOOL for technical applications, a personal computer system must provide
more functions and higher performance than are
normally required in an office environment. A versatile
operating system,faster computational speed,ability to run
more than one task concurrently, an instrument I/O interface,
and transportability are some of the features often desired
by technical professionals.
Theseneedsled to the creationof the HP IntegralPersonal
Computer (Fig. 1), a transportablecomputerbasedon HP's
version (HP-UX)of an industry standardmultitasking operating system-the UNIX" operating system. By also creating
a version of BASIC that runs in this UNIX environment on
the Integral PC, HP provides a growth path for HP SeriesB0
Computer owners wanting more capability and performance
without having to sacrifice their existing software routines
and data files.
UNIX is a U.S.trademarkof AT&T Bell Laboratories.

Design Objectives
The UNIX operating systemin its normal implementations
is an excellentsystemfor softwaredevelopers,providing a
rangeof developmenttools including editors,compilers,debuggers,profilers, etc. However,it is also a very large and
complicatedsystemthat is oftennot suitablefor noviceusers.
It is a relatively expensive system that requires substantial
memory, usually supportedby a hard disc drive. It is often
difficult to install and configureand nearly impossiblefor a
novice user to understandand use. Thus, additional objectives for the Integral PC were to reduce the entry-level price
of the UNIX operatingsystemby developinga flexible-discbasedversion and to make the systemas easyto configure
and use as a standardpersonalcomputer.
To provide proper continuity from the Series80 product
line, there were three obiectives:
r Compatibility with the existing softwarebaseof Series
80 BASICprogramssothat they could be broughtforward
for use on the Integral PC.

Fig. 1. HP's Integral Personal
Computer is a powerful multitasking computer system m a 25-lb
transpo rtable package. Designed
for technical professionals,it features a built-in ThinkJet printer, a
double-sided,double-density31/zinch disc drive,a 255x512-pixel,
bit-mapped electroluminescent
display, and an HP-IB interface.
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r Add value by developingBASIC on top of the multitasking UNIX operating system.This would allow an Integral
PC user to have the same instrumentation capabilities
as the SeriesB0 and use the Integral PC for other tasks
in a concurrent fashion.
r Develop BASIC in a higher-levellanguageso that it can
be easily ported to other environments.
Theseobjectiveshad to be accomplishedwhile achieving
an overall performance three to five times better than that
of Series80 BASIC.
To satisfythe needsof the technical market,a transportablecomputershould haveall the functionality of a desktop
computer. Many customersenjoy the ability to move their
machines to their required work locations;however, they
are not willing to acceptfewer featuresthan a comparable
desktopcomputer.In addition to easymovability, the computer system must be highly integratedand require minimal desk space. Hence, the design team decided that a
high-quality flat-panel display would be required. After a
lengthy investigation, they chose an electroluminescent
display (seearticle on page 12).
Any completecomputer systemmust have a printer, and
the ThinkJet Printer mechanisml proved to be the best
choice. This printer allows quiet printing, is small, and
uses little power.
The 3/z-inch flexible-disc drive Hewlett-Packard has
chosen as a standard is small and rugged and has proved
to be an excellent choice for mass storage.
The packageshould be fully self-containedand possible
to set up in lessthan five minutes. This resulted in design
decisions such as having the carrying lid permanently attached to the machine. The mechanical design of the
machine (see article on page 1B) allows for easy service
and quick disassembly.
User lnterface
Another primary goal of the Integral PC design was to
provide a user interfacethat the novice user could understand (see article on page 28). The first element is a
simplified installation and configurationprocess.This was
accomplished by putting the UNIX kernel in ROM. No
installation is required and the systemis configuredas part
of the power-onprocess.Thus, to the noviceuserthe system
appearsmuch as a standardpersonal computer would.
The secondelement is the implementation of a window
managerto allow easycontrol of the multitasking environment that the operating system provides. Two basic window types are availablein the system,although it is possible to createothers.The alpha windows appearas standard
terminal displays so that no modifications are required to
get standardUNIX applications to run on the Integral PC.
The other window type is a graphicswindow that emulates
an HP-GL-basedplotter.
Finally, the Integral PC has a user-friendly shell program
that provides a visual window into the file system.This
shell program is very similar to the PersonalApplications
Manager(PAM) availableon the HP 150TouchscreenComputer.2It includes a file area,a set of softkeys,and a command areafor thosewho know and love the standardcryptic
UNIX operatingsystem commands.

Operating System
The Integral Computer runs HP's HP-UX operating system,3which is basedon the standardUNIX operatingsystem with a few modifications done to reducethe entry-level
cost of the system and make it more attractiveto personal
computer users (see article on page 22). The kernel is in
ROM and the system is based on flexible discs, which
means that it can be run without requiring a large and
expensivehard disc drive. This substantially reducesthe
cost of the system.
The file system is synchronous and nonswapping so that
data destinedfor the disc drive is not buffered in memory,
but is written immediately to the disc. This means that it
is possible to remove a disc from the drive any time the
drive light is not on. The directoriesand files on a disc are
automaticallymounted (listed as accessibleby PAM) when
the disc is inserted into the drive. and dismounted when
the disc is removed.
The user-friendly PAM shell is a visual image of the
portion of the file systemthat is currently mounted. Files
are selected via a pointing mechanism using the cursor
keys on the keyboard or the optional mouse. The system
also includes a RAM disc that is allocatedat power-on and
whose size is dynamically increasedor decreasedas required during the execution of the system. This RAM disc
contains the root file system and any temporary files that
a user may choose to put there. The system includes a
window managementsystem that allows the novice user
to manipulate the multitasking operating system easily.
The implementation of the UNIX operating system for
the Integral PC has been enhanced to include some realtime support that allows the product to be used more effectively as an instrument controller. This HP enhancement
(see"Real-TimeExtensions"on page25)includes a priority
schedulingalgorithm with 255 priority levels,and the ability to lock processesin memory.
BASIC
The BASIC languageimplementation for the IntegralPC
is generally source code compatible with the BASIC implementation that exists on the earlier SeriesB0 products,
but there are exceptions that fall into one of the following
categories:
r Minor math differencesbecausethe SeriesB0 processor
performsBCDmathematics,whereasthe IntegralPCuses
C-language mathematics libraries and does binary
mathematics.
r Some minor syntax differences becausethe Integral PC
BASIC implementation uses standard parse generators.
r A few small differencesbecauseof the multitasking operating system.Thus, BASIC programsmust shareresources
with other programsthat maybe running concurrently.
I A few differencesbecauseerrorsin SeriesB0BASIChave
been correctedin Integral PC BASIC.
! Some differencesin the charactersetssupported on the
two products.
BASIC in the IntegralPC includes not only the corefunctions that were built into the SeriesB0Computers,but most
of the plug-in ROM functions as well. Included are the
functions of the SeriesB0Matrix, Plotter,I/O, MassStorage,
and Advanced ProgrammingROMs.
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Integral PC BASIC does not support extension of the
language through the implementation of binary programs
as SeriesB0 BASIC does.However,the languagedoessupport extended functionality through C subprograrn calls.
One of the primary goals was easy transfer of existing
Series B0 programs.This goal is supported by the upload
program which converts SAVEdSeries 80 files to Integral
PC files. Since SAVEdSeries B0 files are ASCII files, the
GETcommand will causethem to be parsed after they have
been uploaded to the Integral PC and thus to be converted
into the internal format of Integral PC BASIC. Any statements that do not parse correctly will be turned into comments and flaggedwith the appropriate error message.They
may then be edited so that the statementswill be acceptable
to Integral PC BASIC.

t/o
The Integral PC is designedto be flexible and expandable.
An HP-IB (IEEE 4BB) interface is built-in to allow easy
addition of plotters and other mass storage devices. The
front of the machine has two HP-HIL ports (Hewlett-Packard Human Interface Link) for the connection of the keyboard and other input devices such as a mouse, optical
wand, or graphics tablet. The operating system,which is
in built-in ROM, has its own port. This allows users to
update their machines with new releasesof the operating
system without requiring a service call, In addition, the
Integral PC has two general-purpose VO ports for adding
more memory, controller, or data communication interface
cards.

The space and power availablefor I/O functions in the
Integral PC placed special constraints on the design of the
interface cards. The cards had to have all the capabilities
of earlier plug-in cards for desktop computers,but had to
be more efficiently designed. In general, all cards are designed to comply with a maximum power specificationof
three watts and are software configured so that no switches
are required. This lowers the cost and improves easeof
use. The I/O cards for the Integral PC use pin-and-socket
connectors instead of printed circuit board connectors to
improve reliability. They also have detachablecables,thus
enhancing the portability of the Integral PC.
The memorycardsinclude 256K,512K,and lM-byte RAM
cards. To satisfy data communication needs,an RS-232-C
interface and a direct-connect300/1200-baudmodem are
available. A general-purpose interface (GPIO), a binarycoded decimal (BCD) interface, a current-loop interface,
and an HP-IL (Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop)a interface
are available to satisfy controller needs.
References
1. C.V. Katen and T.R. Braun, "An Inexpensive, Portable Ink-fet
PrinterFamily," Hewlett-Packord/ournol, VoI. 36, no.5, May 1985.
2. P.S. Showman, et aI, "Applications Software for the Touchscreen Personal Computer," Hewlett-Packord /ournol, VoI. 35, no.
I, August 1984.
3. M.V. Hetrick, "HP-UX: A Corporate Strategy," Hewlett-Pockord
,fournol, Vol. 35, no. 3, March 1984, pp. 12-13.
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ElectronicsSystemfor a Transportable
ProfessionalComputer
by David L. Keplerand JamesA. Espeland
HEREWEREMANY CHALLENGESin the electronic
design of HP's Integral Personal Computer. As the
software development advanced and inputs from
marketing were clarified, a number of adjustments in the
definition of the electronics were necessary. However,
temptations to provide additional functionality and features in some areashad to be overcome to avoid increasing
the system ccst and running into problems with the limited
spaceavailable.
A block diagram of the system electronics is shown in
Fig. 1. The CPU, RAM, ROM, memory management, I/O
buffering, system timing, and keyboard interface reside on
one logic board, and all of the other peripheral circuitry
(and r+ connectors)reside on another board. Each board
is slightly smaller than a sheet of stationery (78 square
inches). The interface between the boards contains data,
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address,and control signals.Each board has its own clock
circuitry for reliability and ease of testing. An I/O board
with two connectors for optional plug-in cards, a keyboard
interface board with two connectors for Hewlett-Packard
Human Interface Link (HP-HIL) input devices, and the
power supply board are the other printed circuit boards.
System Gonsiderations
The CPU in the IntegralPC is an 8-MHz 68000microprocessor.The 68000has a 16-bit external data bus. but it can
operatewith 32-bit words internally. The 68000 provides
a 16M-byte direct addressing range. The Integral PC uses
this address space for a mix of RAM, ROM, and I/O as
shown in Fig. 2.Herc, internal refers to those devicesthat
are built into the system, and external refers to those devices that can be plugged into an expansion slot. For exam-

ple, external RAM refers to any RAM cards that may be
plugged into the two expansion slots in the rear panel.
The design goalsfor the system logic included low cost
and simplicity while sacrificing little or no functionality.
The use of autovectoring and the DTACKgenerator reflect
these goals. Autovectoring is the process in which the
68000 usesan internally generatedinterrupt vector which
is a function of the interrupt being serviced.This relieves
an interrupting device of the burden of generatinginterrupt vectors.The Integral PC uses autovectoredinterrupts
exclusively.
DTACK(data transfer acknowledge) is an input to the
68000 that indicates when the data transfer is complete.
The IntegralPCusesa DTACK
generatorcircuit that provides
DTACKsignals during internal ROM and internal I/O cycles.
This circuit eliminates the individual otRcx circuits that
otherwise would be required of each internal I/O device.
The initial design contained 12BK bytes of RAM using
sixteen 64Kx1 dynamic RAMs and a TMS4500A dynamic
RAM controller IC. A small amount of logic is used to
generateDTACKto the 68000 and control signals to the
TMS4500A.The dynamic RAM controllerchip multiplexes
row and column addressesand generatesthe RAS (row
address strobe) and CnS (column address strobe) timing
signals to the dynamic RAMs. This IC also refreshesthe
RAMs.
As the softwaredevelopmentadvanced,it becameappar-

lr

Fig. 1. BIock diagrcm of electronlcssystemlor the Integral PC.

F00000
F80000
FFFFFF

Fig.2. Allocation
of the 16M-byteaddressrangeof the68000
microprocessot
usedin the IntegralPC.
ent that 512K bytes of dynamic RAM would be required
in the baseconfiguration.Since the TMSa500A cannot address256Kx1 dynamic RAMS, a two-line-to-one-linemultiplexer lC (745157) is used to multiplex the additional
two addresslines to the most significant addressbit (A8)
of the 256Kx 1 RAMs. The TMSa500A is capableof refreshing these RAMs, becausethe BAS-onlyrefresh cycle for
256K x 1 dynamic RAMs requiresonly that addressbits AO
to A7 be valid.
The RAM cycle time is 625 ns. If a refresh collision
occurs (i.e., an accessis attemptedduring a refresh cycle),
the DTACKsignal to the 68000 is held off until the access
occurs. This is called an accessgrant cycle. The access
grant cycle time is typically 875 ns.
The Integral PC contains up to 1M byte of internal ROM
in a removablemodule, which is accessiblethrough a door
in the back of the product. The signalspresentat this port
allow eight 12BKx8 ROMs to be addresseddirectly.
The system DTACKgenerator yields a ROM cycle time of
625 ns. This allows the use of ROMs or EPROMsthat have
accesstimes of 325 ns or less.A 500-nsROM cycle can be
forced by the ROM module when ROMs that have access
times of 200 ns or less are used. A signal on the ROM
interfacebus is assertedwhen a 500-ns cvcle is desired.
Memory Management
The memory managementunit (Fig. 3) in the Integral PC
translatesan addressto form the physical addressby adding
an offset to the logical address from the CPU. Address
translation is performed only during RAM accesses,that
is, when the most-significantphysical addressbit pA23is
high. In an effort to conservecosts,hardware bounds checking is not implemented.
The operation of the memory managementunit is illustratedby the following example.The internal RAM is physically located at F00000ruto FTFFFFT'(refer to Fig. 2). If
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lgnored

PA,I1
to
PA22

unit.
Fig. 3. B/ockdiagramof memorymanagement
an offset equivalent to 100000t6is placed into the proper
memory management unit register, then a logical address
of 80000016 is translated to E00000.6 * 10000016 :
F0000016.Hence, logical addressE0000016appearsto the
CPU to be an internal RAM address,although that internal
RAM location is physically located at F00000tu.
The memory managementunit consists of seven MSI
(medium scaleintegration) ICs arrangedas a 4 x 12-bit register file (three 74LS170 chipsJ, a 12-bit full adder (three
74L5283 chips), and a PA23generator(a 7aALS153chip).
During a RAM access,the contents of one of the four 12-bit
registersin the registerfile is added to logical addressbits
A11through nzz of the CPU to form the physical address.
Since logical addressbits Al through A1o are not translated,
the minimum segmentsize is 1K words (2K bytes).PA23is
not modified by the addeu this meansthat addresstranslation is performed only within the RAM address space.
During a ROM or VO access,the open-collectoroutputs
of the 74LS170 chips are turned off and pulled high by
pull-up resistors and a carry is input to the first 74L5283
chip. That is, FFFru is added to logical addressbits A11
through M2 along with a cany in. If logical address bits
A11 through M2 arc XXX16,then XXXru + FFF16 + 1. :
XXX16 + a cany. Since the carry output is ignored, this
processessentiallyadds nothing to logical addressbits Rt t
through nzz.
The memory managementunit register used for the translation function is selectedby the FC1and FC2 (function
code)bits from the CPU.Thesetwo bits define four processor cycle types: user data, user program, supervisor data,
and supervisor program. Each of the four registers in the
registerfile correspondsto one of the processorcycle types.
For example, the offset in the user data offset register is
used during user data cycles.The contentsof eachregister
in the register file are written to the registerby the operating
system,
PA23 distinguishes translated RAM accessesfrom untranslated ROM and I/O accesses.PA23is high during RAM
accessesand low during ROM and I/O accesses.In the
initial design, PRe3equaled nzs (logical addressbit z3 from
the CPU). The RAM was always located in the upper half
of the logical addressspace,that is, in the range800000t6
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to FFFFFFT..However, the software designersexpresseda
desire to be able to translate user RAM addressesfrom
logical address 00000016(UNIX* applications usually
begin at logical address00000016).
One possible solution to this problem would have been
to generate PA23by inverting A23.If PA23: NoT A23,then
the RAM would be located in the lower half of the logical
addressspace,that is, in the range 000000tuto TFFFFFt'.
User RAM addressescould then be translatedfrom logical
address00000016.However, the CPU exceptionvectorsreside at logical addresses00000016to 0003FF.u.Thesevectors contain the addressesof interrupt handling routines
and error handling routines. If PA23equaled NoTAe3during
exception processing,the 68000 processorwould look for
the exceptionvectorsin RAM. Since some of thesevectors
are required at power-up (before the RAM is initialized),
this solution was not acceptable.
However, since translation of RAM addressesfrom logical address00000016is only required while in user mode,
the PA23generator is designed to invert A23 only during
user mode accesses.Hence, in user mode PA23: NOTA23,
and in supervisor mode PA23 : l€3. The 68000 always
enterssupervisormode beforehandling exceptions;therefore, it always finds the exception vectors in ROM at logical
addresses00000016to 0003FFtu.The logical addressmaps
for supervisormode and user mode are shown in Fig. 4.
Peripherals, Controllers, and Power Supply
The HP-HIL is used in the Integral PC as the keyboard
interface. It allows other input devices such as graphics
tablets and bar code readers to be used without requiring
special software or the use of an I/O slot. Two HP-HIL receptacles are accessibleon the front of the computer, generally
one for the keyboard and one for the mouse (each on its
own configurable link). The idea of the link is that multiple
input devicescan be connectedin daisy-chainfashion,but
neither fIP's mouse nor the Integral PC's keyboard has the
receptaclenecessaryfor additional devices.This requires
any additional input devices to have that receptacleand
the keyboard and mouse to be located at the end of each
chain or link.
A custom IC is used for the communication controller
that interfaces the CPU to the HP-HIL input devices. This
IC resides in the mainframe and controls communication
to both interfacelinks. The keyboardcontainsanothercustom IC that controls communication with the first chip,
and a coprocessorthat takes care of the scanning of the

H

00000016

tr

E
H

00000016

80000015

80000016

FFFFFFl6

FFFFFFl6

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Logical address maps for (a) supervisormode and
(b) user mode.

keyboard.
The main component of the display interface circuitry
is the graphicsprocessingunit, which is describedin detail
in the article on page 10. The dedicated 32K-byte display
memory consists of four 16Kx4-bit RAM ICs and some
timing circuitry. Video shift registersand somemore timing
electronicsneeded for the electroluminescentdisplay account for the remaining display interface circuitry. The
timing signals required for the display interface also provide the clocks for the other peripheral control circuitry.
A 2797 flexible-disc controller is used to interface the
internal disc drive with the system. This disc controller
has both the phase-lockedloop dataseparatorand the write
precompensation logic built into it, eliminating much of
the extra circuitry necessaryfor earlier designs. Potentiometers are used for adjustment of write precompensation
time and read clock pulse width. The other adjustment,
and the most critical, is the voltage-controlledoscillator
adjustment for the disc controller's data separator.Extensive experimentation was necessaryto determine the optimum setting for this frequency since it drifts with temperature and has direct impact on the soft error rate of the
disc interface.
In addition to the controller, one more system address
is decodedto provide control signalsfor drive select,drive
reset,motor control, and side select,and to getfeedbackfrom
the drive related to disc changesand write protection. The
only other electronicsnecessaryfor the disc interface is a
set of buffer ICs that drive and receive signals to and from
the disc drive. Not included in the disc interface for cost
and spacereasonsare sectorbuffering and DMA facilities
for sector transfer. The need for these features was minimized because the operating system does not require the
disc/RAM swapping operation that UNIX operating systems normally perform.
The printer electronics areleveragedalmost entirely from
the HP-IL version of HP's Thinkjet Printer, The HP-IL interface to the printer controller required the use of the custom
HP-IL IC1 for the system interface. The printer electronics
include the 48-pin printer controller, a 1K-byte character
buffer, a character lookup ROM (all custom ICs from HP's
Northwest IC Division), four Darlington driver ICs for motor
and printhead drive, and a 22.8Y +L.20/oprinthead supply
derived from the system's12V supply.
The real-time clock provides timing for the operating
system, as well as clock and calendar functions. An
MMSB167ACMOSreal-time clock is usedfor its low power
and high functionality. It has two outputs available to the
system in the form of interrupts. One provides the system's
heartbeat,the lowest-level interrupt used to initiate system
updates. The other is available to provide an interrupt after
a specified period of time. A 1.2 ampere-hourlithium battery, which is mounted on a printed circuit board, provides
a minimum of six years of life to the clock, and typically
will last more than ten years. The crystal circuitry external
to the clock chip includes a trimmer capacitor that allows
the frequency to be adjusted to obtain a typical accuracy
of six minutes per yeil.
The speakercircuitry provides the user/programmerwith
a wide range of tones for audible feedback without adding
much cost or complexity to the system. A COP452 fre-

quency generator/counterIC was chosen for its small size
and low cost. The main drawback is its serial interface.
which requires a74LS775latch chip and softwareto simulate that interface off the system bus. The frequency
generator drives an operational amplifier that allows the
piezoelectricspeakerto be driven by a 12V signal,the level
necessary to generate the desired volume. By using a
speaker that could be mounted on a printed circuit board,
the designers eliminated one connector in a system where
the number and organization of connectors and cableswere
continuous concerns.
The built-in HP-IB interface servestwo major purposes.
First, it is the primary means of interfacing the Integral PC
to external peripherals such as disc drives and plotters.
Second, when the Integral PC is used as a controller, the
HP-IB interface will usually be the primary means of interfacing to the various instruments involved.
Only three ICs are required for the HP-IB interfacHne
NMOS LSI IEEE- BBtalker/listener/controller chip and two
TTL IEEE-488 bus transceivers. Since the talker/listener/
controller chip has limited intelligence,the 68000 system
processor must interact with it closely to perform various
HP-IB functions. This circuitry was easily and inexpensively integrated into the system design.
The primary power supply is an off-line, fixed-frequency,
pulse width modulated, switch-regulated supply. The supply convertseither 230Vacor 115Vacinput power (defined
by a switch on the rear panel) into five dc output levels:
5V, 12V, 15V, 18V, and -tzV. Power status logic is provided to warn the real-time clock when the 5V supply is
about to decay on power-down as well as indicating to the
systemwhen all voltagesare correct after power is switched
on. Power supply features include current limiting and
automatic shutdown and restart, as well as input and output overvoltage protection.
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CustomGraphicsProcessorUnitfor the
IntegralPC
by Dean M. Heath
HE GRAPHICS PROCESSORUNIT (GPU) used to
control the orangeelectroluminescent flat-panel display of FIP'sIntegral Personal Computer is a custom
48-pin CMOS integrated circuit fabricated at FIP's Northwest Integrated Circuit Division in Corvallis, Oregon. It is
a special-purpose microprocessor designed to be used as
a powerful dual CRT and electroluminescent display controller to provide the Integral PC a versatile, easy-to-use
graphics subsystem with a bit-mapped display. The GPU
is compatible with most commercially available CRT
monitors and can rapidly manipulate lines, rectangles,windows, alpha characters, an automatic alpha cursor, and a
sprite (pointing device). It also features auser-configurable
screen size, monitor sync timing, multiple character fonts
and fill patterns, and a display RAM interface'
Architecture
The GPU consists of the following functional blocks
(Fig. 1):
I Bus interface logic
I Microcode control logic
I Arithmetic logic unit (ALU)
I 32x16-bit RAM
r Display memory interface logic
r Display timing logic
The bus interface logic includes a standard asynchronous
8-bit microprocessor interface with one byte of status information, two bytes of output data, four bytes of input data,
and one byte of command data. The microcode control
logic, ALU, and RAM combine to form a compact 16-bit
microprocessor with parallel next-address calculation, a
two-level return address stack, a pipelined processor, a
16-bit ALU with special-purpose logic unit design, a barrel
shifter, and test logic.

The microprocessor with its parallel next-addresscalculation, pipelined processor, and ALU allows the GPU to
execute its microcode more rapidly than possible in standard architectures where the address calculations are performed by the ALU. This performance is achieved, in part,
because the GPU can prefetch the next instruction while
processing the current one, Some care must be exercised
when writing microcode for a machine with a processor
of this type. For example, to perform the function C:: A +
B + C, the microcode might be written as shown on the
left below:

IncorrectCode
Step 1:
Step 2:

A::A+B
A::A+C

CorrectCode
Stepl:
Step1.5:
S t e P2 :

A::A+B
NOP
A:: A + C

Becauseof the way the pipeline works, the result of step
1 would not be placed into the A register until after step
2 executes. Hence, the result would not be A + B + c, but
A + C. Step 1.5 in the correct sequenceon the right above
must be added to allow the pipelined calculation to complete correctly before continuing. In most casesa NoP step
is not used, but some other required operation is performed
effectively out of sequenceto optimize use of the ROM and
microcode cycles.
The special-purposelogic unit allows the ALU to perform
concurrently any of the 16 possible logic operations controlled by the mask register. This capability makes many
of the GPU commands faster, since many of its window
manipulating commands require portions of memory
words to be combined logicallywith portions of othermemory words. To exclusive-oR bits 0 through 3 of registers R0
and R1 and leave bits 4 through 15 unchanged, the follow-

Flg. 1. Blockdiagramof custom
graphics processorunitfot the lntegralPC.
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ing microcode might be used:
ALUwithoutMaskRegister GPUALUwith MaskRegister
MASK ::
TEMP1 ::
TEMP1 ::
TEMP2 ::
TEMP2 ::
R0
::

111
111 MASK :: 0000000000001
0000000000001
R0
: : R 0 X O RR 1
R0 XOR R1
TEMP1ANDMASK
R0
ROANDNOTMASK
TEMP1ORTEMP2

The dedicated two-level return address stack, though
limited in size. allows the GPU to return from subroutine
calls rapidly without needing to maintain a stack pointer.
Becauseof the small size of the GPU ROM (1536x21 bits)
and limited random accessmemory, massive use of subroutine nesting levels was not considered desirable and
thus did not affect microcode development. The barrel
shifter allows the GPU to shift two 16-bit registers to the
right or left from 0 to 15 bits in one clock cycle. This
capability is required since many of the GPU operations
move massiveamounts of data (organizedas 16-bit words)
with bit resolution, requiring adjacent memory words to
"slide" into each other.
The display memory interface logic allows the GPU to
control a display with up to 12BKbytesof static or dynamic
RAM. When using dynamic RAM, the GPU will automatically refresh the memory since it accessesthe memory
sequentiallyduring the display read cycle. Becauseeither
static or dynamic RAM may be used with the GPU, RAS
(row address strobe) and cAs (column address strobe) are
not generated.Instead, a more universal signal, GAS,is
output which can be usedto control either type of memory.
The display memory is organizedas 16-bit words, which
are read sequentially and sent via a 16-bit shift register to
the video input to the display device.The GPU interleaves
memory cycles to guarantee a flicker-free display.
The timing logic allows the GPU to interface to virtually
any type of display that usesserial data,blanking, and sync
pulses similar to those used by a CRT monitor. The Integral
PC has an electroluminescent flat-panel display and the
GPU has all the capability necessaryto use this type of
display. The maximum screensize is 1024x1024 pixels.
The maximum clock frequency the GPU can use is 5
MHz, which is one fourth the video dot clock frequency.
For very large displays requiring dot frequencies up to 40
MHz, the GPU has a double-wide mode that allows the
chip to operate at one eighth the video frequency. In this
mode, display reads are 32 bits wide, requiring a 32-bit
shift register,but display update accessesare still 16 bits
wide.
The test logic incorporatedinto the GPU allows the following test modes: ROM dump mode, single-stepmode
(output program counter), and single-stepmode (output
ALU output latch). Thesetest modes were used for initial
debug and production testing of the GPU. Since this is a
single-chip computer, with portions of the chip virtually
inaccessibleexternally,test microcodeis included to allow
testing the chip in production. For example, the internal
RAM is impossible to test by executing GPU commands,
but the test microcodeallows the entire internal RAM f512

bitsJ to be tested.
To simplify the design of the GPU and to minimize chip
count, some initial constraints were imposed on its architecture. To simplify the RAM interface logic, it was
assumedthat no refresh counter would be neededto refresh
dynamic RAMs since they would be refreshed automatically by the display read cycles. However, this decision
prevents the GPU from performing real-time zoom and interlacing. All ROM for the GPU micromachine had to be
on-chip and occupy no more than 25% of the chip area;
thus, the internal ROM size was set at 1536 words of 21
bits each.
User Interface
All the functions performed by the GPU are initiated
using relative X-Y coordinate commands,with the upper
left corner of the displayed screenat 0, 0. The GPU performs
all conversions of X-Y coordinates to the memory addresses
required by its commands.They can be classifiedas control, line drawing, window management, character placement, sprite, and cursor commands.
Control Commands. The control commands control the
display operation, memory organization,and X-Y coordinate mapping. The CONFcommand is used to program the
size of the display, monitor timing, and memory configuration. There are three segmentsin display memory: the displayed screenmemory, the characterfont memory, and the
data area. The WRSAD,WRFAD,and wRDADcommands are
used to set up these memory segments.The WRMEMand
RDMEMcommands are used to load the font and data segments. The font data consists of 16xt6-dot characterbit
patterns and a proportional spacing table. The data area
consistsof 16 x 16 areafill, sprite,and cursorbit patterns.
Line Drawing Commands. The line drawing commands
are used to move and draw with the pen (a pointer to the
current display location being addressed),using absolute
command
coordinates or relative coordinates. The DRAWPX
is a faster command that can be used to draw single dots.
The FRAMEcommand is used to draw rectangles. All line
drawing commands are performed using the user-defined
line UDL,a 16-bit-wide dotted line pattern.Lines drawn on
the screenare combinedwith dataalreadyin display memory using the replacementrule which selectsone of the 16
possible logic functions.
Window Commands. The window commands are the most
powerful functions the GPU can perform; these commands
are used to copy, fill, or scroll windowed portions of display memory. Scrolling can be performed in any of four
directions with user-selectedstep size. The vacated area
is then filled with a user-selectablearea fill pattern. The
GPU checks for overlapping windows in all window operations and adjusts its window move algorithm to prevent
losing data in the overlap area.
Alpha Label Commands. The label commands allow userdefinable charactersto be placed at any pixel position on
the screen. Characters are placed relative to the window
defined last, with any portion of the character outside of
the window automatically clipped. After the character is
placed, the pen automatically moves to the origin of the
next character according to the width stored in the proportional spacingtable.
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Sprite and Cursor Commands.A sprite is a 16x16 pixel
pattern which can be displayed anywhere on the screen,
exclusive-ORedwith other display data "underneath."
When the display is updated, the following occurs:
1. The sprite pattern is removed from display memory.
2. The display is updated.
3. The sprite pattern is redrawn into display memory.
The cursor operatesin a manner similar to the sprite,
but is tied to the pen. It is intended for use as an alpha
cursor and displaysa user-definedcursorcharacterrelative
to the current pen location. When the display is updated,
the cursor operatesthe sameas the sprite. The only difference is that the cursor can be offset relative to the pen so
that the cursor can be displayed to the right of the last
displayed characteras in a standardalpha display.

Speed Performance
Assuming that the GPUis operatingat its maximum clock
frequencyof 5 MHz, the following is a sample of the speed
of the chip for a few selectedoperations:
Draw pixel:
Draw line:
Draw frame:*
Placecharacteri

36 ps
\634 1ts (200-pixel line) : 8.77 p,slpixel
4869 ps : 6.09 pslpixel
779 tls(characterheight : l5,cursorandsprite
are disabled
Copy window:*
77,51,6 t:us: 0.438 prlpi*"i
FiII window:*
1,1,O12ps : O.275 pslpixel
Scroll window down:*
16,509 p,s : 0.413 pslpixel
Scroll window right:*
1,8,7O71ts : 0.468 psipixel
*200x2O0-pixel window size.

High-QualityElectroluminescent
Display
for a PersonalWorkstation
by MarvinL. Higgins
HE PRINCIPLESbehind today's electroluminescent
display technology have been known for nearly 50
years.The phenomenonof electroluminescence
was
reported in 1936 by G. Destriau.l What preventedits commercialization until recently is the requirement for extremely thin and uniform pure layers, or films, of the required materials.The dielectric layersused in what is technically referred to as ac thin-film electroluminescent
(ACTFEL) displaysz must withstand very high electric
fields. A foreign particle or thin spot in a dielectric film
of an ACTFEL display can causedielectric breakdown and
may ruin the display. Thin-film technologyhad to progress
to its current state of the art to make electroluminescent

displays practical and reliable.
A commercially developed electroluminescent display
is shown in Fig. 1. Such displays were developed by several
manufacturers in cooperation with Hewlett-Packard during
the development of the Integral Personal Computer. HP
contributed to their design by providing a product definition, and by participating to varying degrees in product
development, problem solving, and testing and evaluation.
HP's effort to ensure that a quality display would be
ready in time for the introduction of the Integral PC included not only working with several different display
manufacturers, but also involved HP's own development
project for driving and packaging an electroluminescent

Fig. 1. Commercially available
256 x 5 12- pixeI eIectrolumin escent
display
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panel. This in-house program was carried successfully
through the prototype stage,but later shelved to focus on
outside vendor designs.Although the in-house designwas
not produced in quantity, the development helped us
evaluateand participatein the outsidedesignseffectively.
Choosing a Display
Our first task was to look at existing display technologies
in relationship to the design goals and constraints for the
Integral PC. A flat-panel technology would be necessary
becauseof the product form factor we had chosen.Because
a display is so central to the personal computer human
interface,we set very high standardsfor visual quality. We
wanted the display to be big enough for easy readability
of twenty-four 80-characterlines, but still small enough
for easymanufacturingand low cost.A thermal dissipation
study of the IntegralPC establishedthe display power consumption goal at less than 15 watts. Finally, the display
had to be manufacturableand cost effectiveby the scheduled introduction date for the Integral PC in early 1985.
The challenge was that at the beginning of the Integral
PC project such a display did not exist! Liquid-crystal displays were not large enough at that time and did not meet
panelsconour visual quality objectives.Plasma-discharge
sumed too much power and were expensive.Existing electroluminescent displays at that time were half the size we
needed and required too much power (Sharp Corporation
in lapan was then producing128x512-pixeland 320x240pixel displays).Other flat-panel display technologieswere
even farther from being producible.
We chose an electroluminescentdisplay technologybe-

Fig.2. Block diagram of lntegral PC display systern.

Rear Glass

Dielectric Layel
Dielectric Layer
Froni Glass Transparent Front
Electrodes

Active Layer
(ZnS:Mn)

displaypanel.
Fig. 3. Strucfureof electroluminescent
causeof its potential for excellentvisual quality and moderate power consumption. With a concentrated effort, we
felt our display objectivescould be attained.
Electroluminescent Display
The Integral PC'selectroluminescentdisplay consistsof
the electroluminescent
three main parts or subassemblies:
panel,a driver assembly,and a control board (seeFig. 2).
The electroluminescentpanel is the light-emitting device. The driver assemblycontains high-voltageswitches
connectedto each row and column of the panel. This assembly receives logic control signals and high-voltage
pulses from the control board and applies voltage to the
display panel accordingto the desired pattern.
General operation. An electroluminescent display can be
thought of as a matrix of light-emitting dots. In the caseof
the Integral PC's display, that matrix is 512 dots wide by
256 dots high. (However,as a result of softwareand hardware trade-offs,the 256th line is not used.)The dots,called
pixels, are located at the crossoversor intersectionsof the
horizontal and vertical electrode patterns that are built into
the display. When a horizontal electrode and a vertical
electrodeare properly activated,light is produced at their
intersection. An image is formed by turning each pixel
either on or off in a desired pattern.
The electroluminescentpanel consistsof a transparent,
multilayered thin-film structure formed on a glasssubstrate
(seeFig. 3). The active, or light-emitting, layer is zinc sulfide doped with manganese(ZnS:Mn).This active layer is
sandwiched between two insulating layers and the resulting structure is then further sandwiched between two orthogonalsetsof parallel thin electrodes.The total thickness
of this thin-film structure is about one micrometer.
When a voltage is applied between two orthogonal (row
and column) electrodes,a very high electric field is produced at their intersection.When this field is high enough
(on the order of 2,000,000V/cm) in the active ZnS:Mn
layer, electronsshift quantum levels and light is emitted.
The emitted light is a yellow-orange color (wavelength
:585 nm), which correspondsto the energydifferencebetween the excited stateand the ground stateof a manganese
atom. Given the thickness of the active layer between the
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two orthogonal electrodes,the voltage required to light the
electroluminescentpanel is typically 180 to 230V. Below
this threshold, no visible light is emitted (seeFig. 4).
Application of a waveform with a dc component to the
active layer causespolarization in the active layer, which
developsan internal electric field that opposesthe applied
field. This reduces light output becauseof the reduced
effective field strength in the active layer. If sustained long
enough, the internal dc field can damagethe electroluminescentpanel. Therefore,for proper continuous operation,
the polarity of the applied voltagemust be alternated,that
is, an ac pulse train is required.
Writing the display. The method of addressing is shown
in Fig. 5. The display is addressedone row at a time. Hence,
this is called "line at a time scanning" as opposed to the
"dot at a time scanning" used in CRT displays.Bits corresponding to the row pattern to be displayed are shifted into
the shift registers of the column drivers, then latched. Columns desired on are switched to connect with the column
drive bus. Columns desired off are switched to ground.
Then, the column drive bus is pulsed to 60V and the row
drive bus to -170V. The sum of thesevoltages(i.e.,230V)
is thus applied to the desired pixels in the selectedrow,
turning those pixels on. Dark pixels have only 170V
applied, which is not enoughfor a visible output (Fig.4).
This processis repeateduntil each of the rows has been
written. The necessaryac cycle is now completed by reversing the polarity of the high voltage applied to each pixel
in the entire display at once. This is refened to as a refresh
cycle and is done by grounding the column electrodesand
applying approximately 200V to all the row electrodes.
Driver Assembly
The driver ICs (Fig.6) requirea specialdevicetechnology
called DMOS (double-diffusedMOS)to withstand the high
voltagesrequired (up to 250V).The logic portions of these
ICs are done with typical NMOS or CMOS device
technologies.
High-voltage pulses are received from the control board
on the row bus and the column bus. Data is received on
two lines: one for the top (TVID)column drives and one for
the bottom (BVID).The electrodeson the panel are inter-
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Fig. 4. Typical luminance-versus-voltage
troluminescent display.
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Fig.5. Driveschemeusedto excitethe pixe/son thelntegral
PC'seIectrolumi nescentdisplay.
leaved from opposite sides so that column one connectsat
the top, column two at the bottom and so on. Likewise,
row one connects at the left, row two at the right. Hence,
odd data bits (TVID)go to the top and even data bits (BVID)
to the bottom. Interleaving doubles the spacebetween electrodes at the edgesof the panel, which makes interconnection easier.It also allows the driver ICs to be placed on all
four sides, which uses space effectively and simplifies
printed circuit board layout.
The shift registers in the column drivers are cascaded,
forming a 256-bit registeron top and another 256-bit register on the bottom. Odd and even data bits are shifted simultaneously into these registers and latched. The shift registers in the row drivers are also cascaded,and a high bit is
shifted down the combined registerto turn on the selected
row. On command from the control board the outputs are
enabled and the voltages on row and column buses are
applied to the selectedrow and columns.
Energy Recovery Drive Scheme
Low power consumption is an important objective, even
in line-operatedproducts,mainly becauseof the problems
associatedwith excessiveheat. Our original design estimates,based on then existing drive schemes,were in the
30-to-40-wattrange for a 256x512-pixel electroluminescent display. This was too high for our goal of less than
15 watts, so the low-power drive scheme describedhere
was developed.
The basic idea relies on the fact that the electroluminescent panel looks primarily like a capacitive load (Fig. Z).
Most of the power required to light the display goes into
switching the energy stored in its capacitance,not into the
production of light. By adding an external inductor, a
series-LCresonantcircuit is formed. This allows recovery
of some of the energy required to charge the capacitance.
The capacitanceC6 presentedto the column drive bus
varies, depending on how many columns have been
selectedon. This capacitancewill increasewhen the pixels
turn on, but this canbe neglectedfor now. For an individual
pixel, capacitanceC, : 7 pF, and the row capacitanceCp
: 51.2Cu: 3.58nF. The maximum column bus capacitance

Control

Control

Row 1 Row 2

Row 32

column1
(a)

Column 2

Column 32

(b)

occurs when half the columns have been selectedon. That
: 228.4nF.
is, C6 : 256Ce(255121
Column drive. Since the column bus capacitance is many
times that of the row bus, most of the power will be dissipated in driving the columns (greaterthan 95%). For this
reasonwe concentratedon the column drive circuit.
In a direct drive application the column bus capacitance
is part of a series-RCcircuit. Each time the capacitor C is
chargedto V volts, energy : CVz is supplied. Half of the
energy is stored in the capacitor and half is dissipated in
the resistor R. In the case of a series-RlC circuit, again an
energy of CV2 is supplied and half of the energy is stored
in the capacitorC chargedto V volts. The remaining energy
goesto the inductor L and resistor R. The split between L
and R depends on their impedance.If R<<XL (inductive
reactance),most of the energyis stored in the inductor. In
this case,energy can be shifted back and forth between L
and C, charging and discharging C with relatively little
energy loss. Thus, most of the energy required to charge
the capacitor is, in effect, recovered.
The columri drive circuit, represented in Fig. B, takes
advantage of the energy storage/shifting characteristics of
the LC resonant circuit without allowing oscillation. Note
that C equalsthe column capacitanceC6 plus a load capacitance C1, which will be explained later. Resonantpulses
are formed by controlling the current flow through L and
C with switching transistors 51 to 54 (seeFig. 9). At t1,
transistor 51 turns on. The capacitor C starts charging toward 2V, (2x60 volts). When it reaches60 volts, the voltage is clamped by D2 and 51 turns off. Sz then turns on,
holding the voltageto 60 volts and dischargingthe inductor
L through D3 back to the power supply capacitor Cp".At
time t., 53 is turned on with all other switches off. C now
begins to discharge through L. Upon reaching zero, the
voltageacrossthe capacitoris clamped by D4 and 53 turns
off. 54 now turns on, holding the voltage at zero and dis-

Fig. 6. Schematic diagrams of
driver lCs. (a) Row diver. (b) Column dilvet.

charging L through D1 back to the capacitor Co". In this
way an essentially rectangular pulse can be formed while
still retaining the energy storage/shifting characteristic of
a series-LC circuit.
Timing of the resonant pulse is determined by the values
of L and C. The rise time (t, - tr) and fall time (tn - tr)
are B to 19 ps, corresponding to one-quarter wavelength at
the resonant frequency (- fg to 31 kHz), using a 600-nH
inductor.
Since, C6 varies widely depending on the number of
columns selected, an additional load capacitor Ct is added
to limit the maximum resonant frequency. This limits the
minimum rise time and thus the maximum peak current,
which in this case is about 1.2 amperes.
Row drive. Although the above energy recovery technique
could be applied to the row driver circuitry as well, it was
not. As explained earlier, most of the power is dissipated
in the column drivers. Therefore, the added complexity
C o l u m n1

2

....

512

Fig.7. Each pixel of the electroluminescentdisplay contributes a capacitance Cethat must be charged and discharged
by the driver lCs.
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was felt to be not worth the gain. Instead, the row drive
voltage is generatedby means of switched current sources
(seeFig. 10).The - 170V write pulsesareformed by turning
transistor51 on until row voltageVn : -170V. Then, after
a holding period, 52 is turned on until Vn : 0. Refresh
pulses are similarly formed by using transistor switches
Ss and S+.
Timing is primarily determined by frame rate, number
of rows, and a minimum dwell time (the time a pulse is
high or low) as determined by the display manufacturer.
The current sourcesrequired for the desired timing of write
and refresh pulses are 50 mA and 3A, respectively.The
write current is equal to the nominal row capacitance CR
(3.6 nF) times the desired voltage gradient for the write
waveform (dv/dt : lTOVltZ ps). The refresh current required is equal to the total row capacitance(256Cp)times
the desired voltage gradient for the refresh waveform (dv/dt
: 200V/61rr,s).
lnterfacing the Display
The computer interface is located on the control board
(refer to Fig. 2). Interconnection is through a 20-lead cable
containing five control lines (clock, horizontal sync, vertical sync,and two video signals),power supply connections
(5V and 20V), and grounds. All signals are compatible with
the low-power Schottky TTL family. The waveforms are
shown in Fig. 11.
The display is written at the rate of about 60 frames/second. Horizontal sync HSstayshigh while data bits arebeing
shifted into the registers at about 6 MHz. When HS goes
low, the data is latched. The high-voltage drivers are then
enabled and the selected row displayed.
The video clock (vcLx) period allows time to shift in two
bits (TVIDand evto) simultaneously. A dual data path is
used to reduce the video and clock frequencies on the
interconnect cable, thus reducing radiated electromagnetic
interference. This also simplifies the computer interface.
The horizontal period is equal to 256 VCLKperiods plus
horizontal low time (greater than or equal to 16 VOLK
periods). Horizontal low allows time for latching the 512
data bits and resetting circuits for the next line of data.
The rising edge of vertical sync VS signals the start of a
frame or new screen of data. The vertical period of about
16.7 ms allows for 256 lines plus refresh (- 300 g.s).
Other Consideratlons
Shadowing. Shadowing is a visual effect that makes the
display look streaked and nonuniform. In a given row, the
brightness of the on pixels increases with the number of
off pixels. For example, at the end of a line of text (dark
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Fig. 9. Resonantcolumndrive pulsewaveformfor circuit
shownin Fig.B.
characterson light background), the pixels in the rows used
to display the text will be brighter than in the surrounding
area where no text is written. This is undesirable since the
human eye is very sensitive to abrupt changes in luminance.The typical threshold of perceptionis 1to 3% luminance variation,
In HP's drive scheme and some others, a correct choice
of timing for the modulation (60V) and write (-170V)
pulses can minimize this effect. In other schemes,a compensation voltage or current that varies as a function of the
number of off pixels must be added.
Protection circuit. As mentioned earlier, the display may
be damaged by application of a dc voltage. A number of
faults, both internal and external, can cause a dc voltage
to be applied. For example,a failed componentcould stop
the write pulses while the modulation and refresh pulses
continue. This results in an internal dc potential.
Protection against common faults such as losing slmc
signals is inherent in the controller's design. Protection
against a myriad of other faults is provided by a circuit
that monitors the column drive bus and the row drive bus.
The averagevoltage of each is compared with a reference.
If either voltage is different from the reference, the highvoltage power supply is disabled.
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Fig.8. Equivalent circuit for the column drive used for the
lntegralPC display (see textfor explanationof itsoperction).
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Fig. 10. Equivalentcircuit for the row drive used for the lntegral PC display The cuffent source levelsare determined by
the desired drive and refresh waveforms.

P i x e l s5 1 2 & 5 1 1

Fig. 11. Timing diagrams for interface signals between the display system and the rest of the
lntegral PC electronics (a) Horizontal sync versus video clock
and pixel enables. (b) Horizontal
sync versus vertical sync.

(b)

Pattern retention. If a fixed pattern is displayed for a long
time, that pattern may be permanentlyretained by the display. This phenomenonis causedby the on pixels gradually
getting dimmer. Electroluminescentdisplays are more prone
to pattern retention when new, since the rate of luminance
changeis greatestin the beginning.We dealtwith this potential problem by:
I Specifying to the manufacturer the maximum allowable
rate of change of luminance. (No visible pattern after
100 hours of fixed pattern.)
r By automatically turning the display off (disabling high
voltage) after 15 minutes of inactivity. The display can
be restoredby pressingany key.
Contrast Enhancements
It was desiredto have a very high-contrastdisplay. The
inherent contrast ratio of the electroluminescent display
is quite good--4O:1minimum (i.e.,greaterthan20 foot-lamberts divided by less than 0.5 foot-lambert-see Fig. 4).
The problem is that reflections reduce the contrast to your
eye considerably. The mirror-like aluminum back electrodes (rows) are a major causeof contrast reduction.
The Integral PC has a plastic window in front of the
display. We choseto reduce reflection off the front window
surfaceby using a matte surface texture. This diffuses incident light, making reflections from the front surface of the
window less noticeable.However, too much texturing can
causeblurring.
The reflections from the various internal surfaces of the
electroluminescent panel are nearly eliminated by a circular polarizing film laminated to the back of the window.
This film is formed by a linear polarizing film followed by
a thin-film quarter-wave plate. As incoming light passes
through the window, it is first polarized in one direction
by the linear polarizer and then rotated 45 degreesby the
quarter-waveplate layer (seebox on page21).The outgoing
reflection is then rotatedanother45 degreesby the quarterwave plate layer, making its polarization angle 90 degrees
relative to the linear polarizer, Thus, the reflected light is

blocked. Desirable emitted light from the display is attenuatedabout 50%by the circular polarizer.However,the
increase in contrast more than offsets this loss in terms of
perceived sharpnessand readability.
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MechanicalDesignof the lntegralPC:Not
Just a DesktopComputerwith a Handle
by ThomasA. Pearo
FIEMAIN CHALLENGE in the mechanical design of
the Integral PCwas to design a full-function personal
computer in a transportable configuration' We
wanted to expand on the tradition of the integrated design
used for the HP 85 Computerl by updating to an industry
standard processor, a state-of-the-art8O-column ink-iet
printer, a fast flexible-discmassstoragedevice,and a stateof-the-artB0-column-by-24-lineflat-panel display. We also
wanted to retain the capabilityfor removableI/O modules'
To build this feature set into an HP-quality transportable
packagethat would not use up massive amounts of valuable
desk spacelike many desktop systemsrequired rethinking
conventional transportable design concepts. After looking
at the many ways these components could be arranged,
our industrial design department selected the concept of
an upright packageto meet sound mechanical design goals
and make the Integral PC easy to use.
Many of the aspectsof the human interface are addressed
by the Integral PC's mechanical design, beginning with a
detachable,low-profile keyboard. The high-contrastflatpanel display is mounted in a near vertical position (offset

5 degrees)for easeof viewing. The printer is mounted at
the top of the packagefor easyaccessand paper handling.
The whole systemfolds up into a compact,rugged,easily
carried unit.
Ruggednessto withstand shock,vibration, and handling
was a primary design goal of the mechanicalteam. Extensive testing and developmentof the componentsand package were required to meet this goal.
Another area of emphasis from the very beginning was
electromagnetic compatibility and susceptibility to electrostatic discharge(ESD).Our approach was to suppress
electromagnetic interference (EMI) at the source. The traditional concept of a metallized plastic case sealedwith
conductive gasketswas replacedwith good printed circuit
layout and metal ground planes and shields both to suppress EMI and to add physical strength to the unit. The
switching power supply is completely enclosedin a metal
box and the logic assemblyuses local metal shielding.
Case Design
To meet the ruggednessand other design requirements,
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Fig. 1. Exploded view of package
assembly for lntegral PC.
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an assembly concept based on a one-piece front case
evolved. The front case is a large plastic part (measuring
425x295x784 mm) into which the rest of the computer is
built. (See Fig. 1 for an exploded drawing of the Integral
PC.) This concept also met our requirement of being able
to build, test,and repair the product asa completeelectrical
unit with the back case removed.
Styling dictated that the large flat sides of the front case
have no draft. (Draft is a slight taper on a part which allows
its easy removal from the mold.) These no-draft surfaces
required a large slide, or pull, on each side of the plastic
mold. A slide is a mold surface that moves away from the
part surface as the mold opens, usually in an axis perpendicular to the mold's opening axis. The features needed
for mounting the printer mechanism at the top of the front
case required a third large slide in the mold.
In addition to the large part size and three large pulls, a
hydraulic core pin was required near the center of the mold
for forming a pivot hole for the computer's display, perpendicular to the mold's opening axis. In addition, critical
dimensionalrequirements,lotsof detail, and high cosmetic
requirements made this part a plastic tooling challenge.
Another complicating detail on this part was an intentional
undercut (or reverse draft) on the inside surface of each
side to form attachment points for the side supports (see
Fig. 2). Although this normally is not good plastic molding
practice, the finished front case proved flexible enough to
snap over the mold core for removal with no permanent
deformation.
This was the largest and most complex molding tool we
had ever attempted. The raw tool steel (prehardened P20
steel)blank size was B3Bx 1016x 762 mm and the finished
mold weighs about 7,500lb. The mold required about 3,500
hours of work and has performed very well.
Handle and Lid Design
Becausethe Integral PC is a transportable product, special emphasis was given both to the comfort of the person
carrying the unit and to the structural integrity of the unit
during transport. Several handle designs were tried before
the present special handle and handle mounting method
were selected. To support the 25lb weight of the Integral
PC and to assurethe customer of a feeling of quality while
transporting (no rattles, bounce, or quivering), we designed
a weight or load transmitting substructure. The thin metal
strap in the interior of the handle is connected through a
die-cast end cap to an aluminum lid carrier plate under
the plastic lid (Fig. 2). This plate stiffens the lid during
lifting and carrying and transmits the static load to a diecast bottom latch. The bottom latch engagesthe die-cast
lid rocker, which has a pin that goes through a molded
hole in the side support.
The 10% glass-filledside supports (one on each side of
the unit) carry and transmit the weight to the front case
(the large structural plastic part mentioned before) and to
the bottom chassis.The bottom chassis is a sheet-metal
pan on which the power supply, VO cage,logic assembly,
and part of the disc drive mechanism are mounted. It acts
as the back panel, the central grounding point, and a portion
of the EMI shielding. The rubber feet that support the Integral PC are also attached to the bottom chassis.

The lid of the Integral PC servesseveralpurposesbesides
carrying the weight. The lid also protects the printer and
printer door and captures the keyboard in the transport
mode. A high priority was placed on designing a lid that
folded over the top and down the back of the unit and
stayed attached and out of the way during operation. A
user shouldn't have to waste time looking for a place to
store the lid during setup or finding and realigning the lid
when closing the unit for transport.To solve this problem,
we designed an interesting two-piece mechanical linkage
(Fig.a) using the rockerand the lid bail to guide and support
the lid in the open position.
Another interesting area of the lid design is the molded
plastic ratchet detail for the lid latch (Fig. a). This design
reduced the part count by using the properties of the plastic
polycarbonate material to mold a bending beam with a
ratchet surface. To engagethe lid latch, the user simply
pushes the top latch toward the outside of the package.
This engagesthe moving ratchet teeth on the top latch with
the fixed ratchet teeth on the lid to prevent the bottom
latch (seeFig. 4a) from backing out of the rocker. To disengage, the user pushes down on the latch button (see Fig.
4b), deflecting the plastic fixed ratchet surface down and
disengagingthe teeth. While still holding the latch button
down, the user then slides the top latch inward, releasing
the bottom latch from the rocker and allowing the lid to
be lifted and rotated to the storageposition.
Display Mounting
One of the most interesting and challenging aspects of
the Integral PC design was incorporating the flat-panel display. We knew that because of space, weight, and power
constraints we would use a flat-panel display, but what
type and size were unknown until well into the mechanical
design. After allocating a space (height from one display
technology and width from a second),we went on to addressproblems such as the fragility and the thermal aspects
Handle

Fig.2. Details of handle and side support assemb/ies.
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of flat-panel displays. We establishedshock and vibration
specifications and then began a process of evaluation,
critique, and interchangewith vendors.
Since all candidates had a fairly common glassstructure,
we began to do fragility testing with regular window-type
glass. Early testing resulted in several HP designs to
evaluate both glass mounting and electrical interconnect
(between glass and printed circuit board) technologies.
Since glass is strongest in compression,we designed a
foamed polycarbonateplastic frame to mount the display.
This part minimizes the torsional and tensile forces that
could be applied to the glassduring rough handling.
The display mount frame also incorporatesthe details
that allow the display to be rotated through 12 degrees(5
to 17 degrees in 2-degree increments) to adjust viewing
angleand reduceglare.A simple but effectivedisplay latch
is produced by a molded plastic blade which is spring
loaded in a slot in the front case.This engagesa molded
ratchet feature on the side of the display mount frame. A
spring holds the display in the out position, and a special
plastic dashpot assemblyprovides the required damping
to give the desiredfeel during adjustment.
To protect the display from ESD damage,a plastic window coversthe display. It is attachedto the cosmeticbezel
with a l/B-inch wide glue joint around its perimeter.
Upon selection of the electroluminescentdisplay (see
article on page 12), an extensiveinvestigation was made
to enhancedisplay quality and reduce glare. Windows of
various materials, colors, and surfacefinishes, and bandpass and high/low-passoptical filters were evaluated.Although the electroluminescentdisplay provides an inherently bright and sharp high-contrastdisplay, its construction presentsa very reflectiveback surface(like a mirror).
We found that a thin-film circular polarizer applied to the
Lid

Lid Ball ---\

Fig. 3. fop fid hinge mechanism. (Gray) Closed. (Shaded
color) Partiallyopen. (Solid color) Open.
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(a)

(b)
Fag, 4. Latch operation. (a) Locking, edge cross section of
mechanism(buttonnot shown).(b) Unlocking,centerline crosssectionof mechanismshowingcaged releasebufton. SeeFig.
2 for perspectiveview.

back of the polycarbonate display window reduced reflective glare and gave a greater contrast while reducing the
apparent brightness only slightly (see box on page 21).

PrinterMounting
Our original concept for the Integral PC was to mount
the printer in the center of the package.It quickly became
obvious that paper loading and handling required the
printer at the top of the package.To cover the printer and
muffle noise during operation, a smoked polycarbonate
part, the paper door which hingesin the front case,is used.
In the open position, the paper door would have been vulnerable to damageif grossly overloaded.To prevent damage,a clever design using a tapered hinge pin allows the
paper door to snap out insteadof breakingthe hinge pin if
the door is overloaded.Then the paperdoor can be snapped
back into place easily.
Keyboard
Since the keyboardis the most often used part of a computer system,considerableeffort was put into its design.
Most important is that the keyboarddetachesfromthe computer and allows usersto place it wherever they feel it to
be most comfortable,even on their lap. Careful attention
went into the design so that the home row keys meet the
30-mm European height recommendation when the
keyboard is in the flat position.
For users who prefer a more traditional keyboard position, integrallegsfold out to put the keyboardat an B-degree
angle. These spring-loadedlegs, which fold into a recess
in the side of the keyboardwhen not in use, are designed
to be an inexpensivepart, partially assembledatthe vendor
and easily loaded into the caseat final assembly.To move
the legsto the extendedposition, eachleg is pulled directly
out from the keyboard body to clear it from its recessed
position. The spring stop strikes a surfaceon the bottom
case and prevents the keyboard leg from being pulled out
of the assembly.The leg is then rotated a little over 90
degreesto its down position, where the spring stop strikes
a rib in the bottom case to prevent further rotation. Then
the leg is released,and the spring draws the leg back into
the recess,which capturesthe leg in the extendedposition
and prevents further rotation.
Another feature that reduces setup and tear-down time
is the cord storagetrough built into the keyboardassembly.
The coil cord is permanently attached to the keyboard and
readily accessiblewhen storedin the trough. Specialplastic

Reducing Glare with Circular Polarizers
Without getting too deeply into the severaltheoriesused to
describethe propertiesof light,here is a briefdescriptionof how
a circularpolarizerworks (see Fig. 1). A circularpolarizeris a
combinationof a linear polarizerand a quarter-waveplate, or
retarder.This plate is formed by an anisotropicmaterialthat has
orthogonalfast and slow directionsfor light propagation.When
a ray of randomlypolarizedlight strikesthe electroluminescent
flat-paneldisplay of the IntegralPC (since the display emits all
the light we care about, this random light is consideredglare)
and passes through the linear polarizer, it is polarized, or
oriented,in one plane.Whenthis polarizedlight passesthrough
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the quarter-waveplate, whose fast and slow propagationaxes
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fingers are molded in the trough to retain the coil cord and
allow for variations in coil diameter.To set up the keyboard,
the user simply reachesdown, grabsthe connector,pulls
out the cord, and plugs it into the mainframe. The procedure is reversedfor easytear-down, The keyboard can now
be returned to its storagelocation, in a vertical position at
the front of the unit. The importance of this design is that
in addition to usinga minimum volume,the keyboardcovers
and protectsthe display during transportation.
Since the keyboard stands in nearly a vertical position
before being captured between the front case and lid, and
becauseof fabricationtolerances,we developedsomeinjection-molded rubber tolerance adjusters to prevent the
keyboard from tipping over or rattling during transport.
Theseare molded in the samecolor asthe plastic caseparts
and blend into the overall design nicely.
Noise Dampening
Another aspectof a friendly systemis minimal acoustic
pollution. That was our design goal even though the Inte-

Reflective Surtace
of Electrolumine scenl -/
Display

,

Fig. 1. Reduction of glare reflected from the lntegral PC'sflatpanel display by using a circular
polarizer on the back side of the
display window.

gral PC has a built-in printer and flexible-disc drive mechanism. It is fortunate that we are using a version of HP's
ThinkJet Printer mechanism, becauseit is inherently quiet
and canbe packagedwithout extensiveacousticinsulation.
When we had to add a fan for cooling, we used a small
dc motor which runs at about 60% of rated speedto reduce
fan-tip noise. Special internal mounting and a custom
exhaust duct were designedinto one of the side supports.
After initial testing, special acoustic mounts were developed to isolate fan motor noise from the rest of the
stlucture.
Special rubber tolerance adjusters similar to those already described for the keyboard are used on both the display assemblyand the paper door to prevent rattles and
vibration-induced noise. In idle mode, the Integral PC is
very quiet, measuringonly 35 dBA, using the ISO/DPZZ79
measurementcriteria.
Plug-ln ROM Module
An interesting feature of the Integral PC is the customer-
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replaceable ROM packagethat contains the operating system. This gives both HP and the Integral PC owner great
flexibility in updating the operating system and adding
features and has advantagesfor HP in manufacturing and
the easyloading of service diagnostics.This designrequires
an inexpensive, yet reliable and very compact package)An
accessdoor is provided in the back case, and a plastic
guide is attached to the main logic printed circuit board
to guide the ROM module into place.
For a reliable, yet inexpensive interconnect, we chose a
variation of a "tree" connector that is used in several HP
calculators. The ROM packageconsists of a top, a bottom,
and two handles and has the capacity for two printed circuit
board assemblies.The ROM bottom has a positive latch to
hold the assembly in during shock. This latch, a plastic
cantilever structure molded into the ROM bottom case,is
pushed out of the way by the handle movement to allow
the packageto be removed.
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A UNIXOperatingSystemAdaptedfor a
TechnicalPersonalGomputer
by Ray M. Fajardo,Andrew L. Rood,JamesR. Andreas,and RobertC. Cline
EVELOPINGTHE HP-UX operating systemfor HP's
Integral Personal Computer provided a number of
very significant challenges:
r Eliminating the need for a hard disc and allowing the
installed flexible disc to be removed whenever a disc
accessis not occurring.
I Eliminating the need for complex system configuration
and user administration of the operating system.
r Simplifying the human interface with the aid of a windowed environment to make the system easier to use.
I Providing a measure of real-time capability for instrumentation control.
The above challenges were to be met, while at the same
time preserving compatibility at the programming level
with the UNIX* System III'" operating system and HP's
HP-UX-basedcomputers.
Gonceptual Organization
The UNIX operating systeml is conceptually organized
as multiple layers of software and thus allows both traditional UNIX facilities and added HP-UX featuresto coexist
without collision. In a traditional UNIX system (Fig. r),
the outermost software layer is called the shell. It provides
the primary user interface to the remaining software in the
of AT&TBellLaboratories.
UNIXandSystemlll areU.S.trademarks
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system. The shell is essentially a command interpreter that
runs other programs in the system. Since the shell is itself
a program, variations of the shell can and do exist. HP-UX
systems typically deliver the Bourne shell sn and C language shell csh as the two dominant variations.
Below the shell is the utility library, some 300 individual
programsthat perform a wide variety of functions. Theseprograms account for the massive size of the UNIX operating
system,and the need to have them on-line in the traditional
multiuser environment is a principal reason (although not
the only oneJthat UNIX systems require a hard disc. This
approximately six megabytesof software generally can be
divided into communications, text processing,software development, file manipulation, and systemadministration'
Below this software layer is the UNIX systemkernel. The
kernel provides the common run-time servicesrequired by
UNIX programs and manages the multitasking machine
resources available to them all. Within the kernel are the
software drivers that control the specific I/O hardware in
the system.Thus, any special disc, display, or other peculiar hardware characteristics are generally isolated here.
In the Integral PC, this concept model is expanded (see
Fig. 2). The 'outermost layer of system user interface is
provided by PAM-HP's Personal Applications Manager
(seebox on page 30). This computer user shell is the prin-

cipal means of user interaction with the system. Other
UNIX shells can also be run from PAM, as can any other
program in the system.
The programs or applications occupy the next layer of
software.New applications made availablewith the Integral PC include Technical BASIC for instrumentation control and avariety of PC-typeapplication software,including
terminal emulation.A numberof easy-to-use
systemutilities
(e.9.,a format-disc utility and a font editor) are also provided. These are in addition to the previously described
standard UNIX software.
The next layer of software in the Integral PC consists of
the run-time servicescommonly availableto programmers.
Within the HP-UX operating system, this level of programming interfaceincludes not only the UNIX kernel, but also
the HP kernel extensions and libraries.
Libraries exist for two reasons.First, together with the
kernel, they present a programming interface for applications that can provide source compatibility among HP-UX
products. Second, since libraries reside in user memory
with the application that needsthem, memory is used for
them only as necessary.When a particular capability is
used by all applications that run on a given system, then
it is usefnl to include the facility within the kernel. Such
is the casewith HP Windows, an HP kernel extensiondesigned to allow transparentuse by applications.Architecturally, HP Windows is structured to include a variety of
window types.
One such window type is called teRuo, which supports
the programmingcharacteristicsof an HP or ANSl-escapesequence-driventerminal equivalent to a nonblock mode
HP 2622 Terminal. A second window type supports the
HP-GLplotter languageand simulatesan HP 7470APlotter.
Other kernel extensions include certain real-time services such as real-time priority. (This will be discussed
later.)
Finally, software drivers are provided within the Integral
PC to support the expectedcomplementof peripherals,including built-in and optional devices.Theseinclude a wide
varietyof hard discs,letter-qualityprinters,and HP plotters.
In the Integral PC, 256K bytes of executableROM contains the kernel, the peripheral I/O drivers, the windowing
system,and PAM. The remaining softwareresideson disc
memory, either flexible disc or hard disc, depending on
the software and the needs of the user.

Fig. 1. UNIX operating system concept model.

Operating System Kernel
The Integral PC uses the HP-UX 1..0operating system.
This multitasking systemallows usersto solveseveralproblems simultaneously.It provides a uniform logical device
interface in which devices are manipulated in the same
manner as text files, and a hierarchical file system that
allows the user to organize large amounts of secondary
storagein a straightforward and convenient manner.
Memory organization. The Integral PC's memory is organized as indicated in Fig. 3. The 68000 CPU has 24 address lines, which enable it to manipulate 16M bytes of
addressspace.The upper BM bytes are reservedfor RAM
and the lower BM bytes are reservedfor I/O and ROM. The
built-in (internal) 512K-byteRAM addressspaceis located
just abovethe 1sM-byte boundary. The plug-in (external)
RAM cardsareconfiguredto build down from the 1sM-byte
boundary. The system ROM resides in the 0-to-1M-byte
address space and the remaining space (from 1M to BM
bytes) is used for I/O device mapping. Mapped devices
include the memory managementunit, flexible disc controller, graphicsprocessorunit, keyboardcontroller,beeper,
clock, plug-in memory control registers,and plug-in I/O
card control and data registers.
The internal 512K-byteRAM is a critical resourcewith
many demandinguses.This RAM is usedby userprocesses
that are created and destroyed during normal operation.
To simplify and optimize use of this RAM, the Integral PC
has a built-in RAM disc that will be discussedlater. The
RAM disc blocks are dynamically allocated and freed as
files are stored into and removed from the RAM disc. The
Integral PC'soperatingsystemallows drivers to be configured dynamically into and removed from the operating
system,which requires the allocation and deallocationof
systemRAM. Furthermore,the operatingsystemitself can
be enhanceddynamically to emulate other operating system versions or to mask ROM bugs. This also requires
dynamic RAM allocation. To satisfy these needs, the
operating system maintains two memory pools: a user
memory pool and a kernel dynamic memory pool.
The system RAM is organizedby the operating system
as indicated in Fig. 3. The operating system RAM image
occupiesthe top of physical memory. Immediately below
is the kernel dynamic memory pool. This area is used by
dynamically loaded drivers (seefollowing section on installable drivers), window creation, and the RAM disc
driver and, in general,to fulfill any operating system requirements for dynamically allocated memory. Immediately below this operating system dynamic memory
pool is the user processmemory pool, which contains all
remaining memory. As memory is freed by the operating
system, it moves from the kernel dynamic pool into the
user processpool. As the kernel requiresmore memory for
its dynamic memory pool, memory is moved from the top
of the user processmemory pool into the kernel dynamic
pool. The operating system automatically managesthis
movement of memory between the kernel and the user
processmemory pools. In the quiescentstate,all memory
residesin the user processpool.
The HP-UX operating system achievesmultitasking via
multiple processes.A processis an entry in the system
processtable and possibly someuser memory allocatedto
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Fig.2. Expansion
of UNIXconceptmodelin IntegralPC.
the process.As processesare created,they are allocated
memory at the bottom of the user processpool. As they
are destroyed,the freed memory is returned to the user
processmemory pool.
The operatingsystemROM spacecontainsthe operating
system ROM image. The data portion of this ROM image
is copied into RAM during start-up. The code portion of
the operating system ROM image is executed directly in
ROM. The ROM also contains a ROM disc in which the
programsinit,daemon,
and PAM are located.The ROM disc
also containsa small environment file and a small symbol
table describing the operating system ROM image.
Processes. Processesare the most important abstraction
of the HP-UX operating system. It is through the work of
a process that users actually solve problems and generate
results using the Integral PC.
The user process memory pool is the largest memory
pool, and is the area in which user applications run. A
processconsists of a user side and a system side. On the
user side are a program text area, a data area, and a user
stack area. The data area can grow upward dynamically
through the use of the sbrkand brksystem calls. The user
stack can grow downward dynamically as more user stack
is required. The operating system also consists of a text
area,a data area,and a system stack.The text areais located
primarily within the operating system ROM image and is
shared among all processesactive on the IntegralPC. The
data area for each processis composedof an area called
the u-area, which is unique to the process,and a global
data area,which is accessibleto all processesand resides
in the operating system RAM area. Finally, each process
has a dedicatedsystem stack of fixed size.
All processesare createdby duplicating existingprocesses, except the first process(process0). The first process,
the scheduler,is handcraftedby the operatingsystemduring the start-up sequence.Each process'ssystem side is
similar and provides accessto the traditional HP-UX system capabilities.These capabilitiesare best describedas a
collection of calls which can be made by the process'suser
side to the process'ssystemside (i.e.,requeststo the operat-
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ing system). These system calls, or kernel calls, are the
primary operating system interface mechanism. Thesecalls
define the operating system capabilities from the user's
program perspective.
Kernel Calls.The complete HP-UX implementation includes many megabytesof object and source code. In the
context of the Integral PC, the system is restricted to the
kernel calls. However, the Integral PC does offer a majority
of the allied commands and libraries available in the complete HP-UX offering.
By restricting the HP-UX systemto only the kernel calls
(intrinsics), its size is reduced substantially.Application
commands that complete the Integral PC software offering
are provided on separatediscs. By unbundling the HP-UX
operating system in this way, the Integral PC is able to
provide it in a low-cost microcomputer packagethat is
extensible to include the entire system. The kernel calls
are serviced by the operating system ROM. Becausethis
ROM includes only the kernel and a small ROM disc, the
IntegralPC is ableto provide HP-UX capability in just 256K
bytes of system ROM.
Compatibility and Flexibility. The most important feature
of the operatingsystemis compatibility. In addition to the
compatibility with the UNIX System III and HP-UX 1.0
operating systems mentioned above, the Integral PC provides a BASIC languageinterpreterthat is compatiblewith
the BASIC implementation used in HP's earlier Series80
Computers.
In addition to this strong goal of compatibility, the Integral PC has a strong commitment to flexibility. It can be
configured at the operating system level to emulate other
operating system versions, allow the dynamic addition and
removal of drivers, and accommodateoperating system enPhysical Layoul

Fi,g.3. lntegral PC memory organization

hancements and bug fixes.
Installable Drivers. The Integral PC operating system is
designed as an open system. All major internal functions
within the operating system ROM are linked together indirectly through a RAM jump table initialized during start-up.
Function linkage occurs normally except that the actual
function transfer of control occurs by jumping into the
RAM table, which in turn jumps to the target function.
The jump table contains an array of processorjump instructions. Isolating the operating system ROM function
code in this manner allows individual routines to be
masked by disc-basedpatches.These patchesmodify the
jump table to point to replacement functions that have been
loaded into the kernel dynamic RAM area and linked to
the existing kernel data structures. Hence, any aspect of
the operating system may be modified. Perhaps the most
radical exampleof such patching is describedin the following section on real-time extensions.For the real-time enhancements,the kernel scheduling function is replaced
with a new scheduling function.
This jump table linkage provides a very flexible environment that allows arbitrary operating system customization.
The Integral PC goes beyond this jump table flexibility to
accommodate installable drivers as well. The installable
driver mechanism operatesin a manner similar to this jump
table linkage.
In the HP-UX context a device driver must conform to a
very stylized table-driven interface to the rest of the operating system. This interface is composed primarily of three
tables:the characterdevice switch table. the block device
switch table, and the interrupt service routine table. These
tables all include empty entries that are available for drivers
that have not been compiled directly into the operating
system. Installable drivers can link to these tables dynamically. When the operating system is up and running, a
user process may request that a new driver be installed
into these tables,or that a previously added driver be removed.
Many advantagesresult from this installable driver capa-

bility. One large advantage is that a user does not need a
source license to add custom drivers to the Integral PC, By
conforming to the well-defined driver interface, a new
driver can operatewith the operating systemwithout being
compiled with the operating system source.Another advantage of this installable driver technique is that it optimizes RAM use. Only those drivers actually required for
a particular application needbe presentwhen that application runs. A later application that requires different drivers
can remove the drivers it does not need and add those it
does.
An additional benefit of this installable driver strategy
is a fast start-upsequence.Becausedrivers can be installed
on the fly, the operating system is not required to do a
start-up configuration of all devices and drivers. This, in
combination with the ROM-basedoperatingsystem,yields
a very quick start-up. After power-on the Integral PC is
ready for use in only 10 seconds.If the userhas an external
hard disc,that disc is availablejust 10 secondslater (assuming the disc itself is left powered onJ, and during this additional 10 secondsthe Integral PC is alreadyavailablefor
work.
In addition to being able to add drivers when the operating system is up and executing and patching ROM bugs
dynamically, the Integral PC can dynamically add kernel
enhancementsof all sorts. Even new kernel intrinsics (kernel callsJcan be addeddynamically.Perhapsthe bestexample of this is in the area of real-time control.
Real-Time Extensions. The UNIX operating system by virtue of its multitasking nature has some drawbacks in the
real-time control environment. One example of the type of
problem that can arise involves high-speed,real-time data
acquisition programs. Such a task might require readings
from an instrument every millisecond for ten seconds
(10,000readings).Although the IntegralPC'sVO is capable
of this type of reading frequency, the multitasking scheduling policy can obstruct the data gathering process. In particular, with the standard scheduling policy, each of the
currently active processesis given a 200-msslice of CPU
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time. After 200 ms, a heartbeat interrupt occurs and the
executingprocessis put to sleep,that is, has its statesaved
and is made dormant. After each of the other competing
processeshas had its slice of CPU time, the initial process
is again allotted another 200 ms of CPU time, and so on
for each process.
To the user, this process delay of several hundred millisecondsis not noticeableand the processesappearto be
operatingsimultaneously.For the dataacquisitionprocess,
however, this dormant period while other processesexecute is not acceptable.During this time severalhundred
instrument readings can be lost.
To strengthen this area, the IIP-UX definition in the Integral PC has been augmented to include a collection of
kernel calls that directly address the needs of real-time
control applications. The Integral PC provides some of
these real-time extensions in the system ROM and others
on disc as dynamic kernel enhancements.When enhanced
with this collection of real-time kernel calls, the Integral
PC can act as a very powerful real-time controller. The
real-time extensionsinclude real-time nondegrading priority-based scheduling, reliable signals (modeled upon the
signal facility defined in the University of California at
Berkeley'sUNIX implementation), shared memory (modeled on the UNIX System V'" shared memory concept and
provided in systemROM), memory locking, file synchroni'
zation, and a high-resolutionclock and timers. In general,
the real-time extensions are based on industry standard or
HP standard solutions to the requirements of real-time programs. This discussion will addressonly the scheduling
enhancement rtprio.
The first step to understanding rtpriois understanding the
standard system scheduling technique (see Fig. a). The
Integral PC usesa round-robin scheduling algorithm for its
normal operation. In this algorithm all active processesare
given slices of CPU time as mentioned earlier based on
their current priority. As a process executes, its priority
degrades(i.e.,it moves to a lower priority). When the currently executing processhas executed for its allotted time,
that processis "sliced out." The processorstateis saved,
the processstate is saved, and some other processstate
and processorstate are activated.This new processnow
executesfor its allotted time. This occurs in a round-robin
fashion where each processin successionis given a time
allotment. When all processeshave run for their specified
time, the cycle starts over; each process in turn is given
another time allotment. and so on.
Individual kernel calls are not preemptable. If an interrupt occurs during a kernel call and the running process
is to be put to sleep, then that processwill complete the
kernel call it is currently executing before it is put to sleep.
User mode execution is preemptable at any time. Thus, in
the normal Integral PC scheduling algorithm, a process is
subject to being sliced out whenever it is executing in its
user side. The lower portion of Fig. 4 indicatesthis roundrobin scheduling algorithm occurring at the base level of
the scheduler.
Some real-time processesmay desire to run to completion rather than being subjected to this algorithm. A running process may need to continue running until the prool AT&TBellLaboratories.
SystemV is a U.S.trademark
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cess itself is ready to give up the CPU. The Integral PC
provides run-to-completion scheduling at each of 255 different absolute (nondegrading) priority levels. By dynamically loading a new scheduling algorithm into the Integral
PC operating system when needed, the operating system
can be enhanced to perform both round-robin and run-tocompletion scheduling.
The run-to-completion scheduling takes place at a higher
level than the round-robin scheduling. To be placed in the
run-to-completion scheduling algorithm, a process executes a rtpriokernel call. This makes the calling processa
real-time process.As long as any real-time processesare
ready to run, they are scheduled and executed using the
run-to-completion algorithm. After all real-time processes
have stopped (i.e., gone to sleep),the scheduler resumes
round-robin scheduling among those processesthat are not
real-time. Kernel calls remain atomic. Even with run-tocompletion scheduling, the Integral PC doesnot do preemptive scheduling. Once a process has started a kernel call,
that call will be allowedto completebeforethe processis sliced
out. Once a real-time process begins executing, it will run
until it blocks, or until a higher-priority real-time process
is made ready to run. The real-time processesare organized
into 255 separatepriority levels. Processesat the higher
levels execute before processesat the lower levels, and all
real-timeprocessesrun beforeany round-robin processes.
Start-Up Procedure. As the Integral PC powers on, it automatically structures itself for a local language requirement. The language to be used is determined by the attached keyboard. Each keyboard has a key layout that complies with local customs and is identified by its keyboard
identifier number. The start-up process simply asks the
keyboard driver for its identifier number to determine the
languageto be used. The Integral PC has softkey menus in
English built into the operating system ROM. These menus
can be replaced by menus in the local language.The startup process automatically searchesthe disc in the internal
drive for the localized menus. The Personal Applications
Manageris also available in localized versions.The start-up
processsearchesthe internal disc for a localized version of
PAM. If a localizedPAM is found, the start-upprocessexecutes
it. Then PAM commandsare given in the native language.If
a localized PAM is not present on the disc, the English
version of PAM built into the system ROM is executed.
to
The Integral PC then executes a process (scan-discs)
look for disc drives attached to its built-in HPJB (IEEE
4BB)interface.When it finds a disc, it automaticallymakes
the disc available to the user, First, the process creates a
folder for the disc. Then it mounts the disc to the folder.
This meansthat when the user opensthe folder using PAM,
the contents of the topmost file on the disc will be displayed.The processalsocreatesa devicenamein the device
folder /devwhich acts as a handle for the disc. The name
is used when the user wishes to find out about the disc,
such as how many bytes of unused space are left.
File System
One of the key operating system issues with the Integral
PC was making the operating system work without a hard
disc and work well in a flexible disc environment. In general, a UNIX-based system requires a hard disc to anchor

its file system and to provide swap space.Also, with only
a built-in flexible disc drive for mass storage,much had to
be done to make using it efficient while providing good
means of maintaining the integrity of the information on
the disc. This is difficult when one considers how often a
user may exchange flexible discs in using the system.
Hence, the elimination of a hard disc presented quite a few
challenges.
Dealing with Swapping. The first problem was what to do
about swap space.This was also the easiestproblem to
solve. The only guaranteed disc available was the internal
flexible disc. For performance reasons,this option got little
serious consideration. This left the Integral PC without any
disc for swapping. This is when the issue of why any swapping is necessarycame up. The Integral PC can support up
to 7.5M bytes of memory. Given this capacity for memory,
it is easier to acquire more memory for the execution of
memory-consuming applications than to allow copying
them in and out of swap space.
Providing a Root for the File System. The problem of how
to set up the file system was much more difficult. A UNIX
system has a hierarchical file system anchored to a directory called / on an associatedhard disc. This root file system
also contains device configuration information for the system in a directory called /dev.This information provides
the sole means of interacting with peripheral devices by
applications. The solution to this problem is to build a
RAM-based emulation of a disc device and use this device
asthe home of the root file systemand its key components.
As it turns out, the RAM disc is one of the more useful
features of the Integral PC. It serves as a root for the file
system, as a place to keep the directory /devthat controls
the meansof accessingdevices,and as a place for the directory /tmp where most applications create scratch files. It
even provides a nice place to attach other file systems on
other disc drives. Whenever a file system on a piece of disc
media is mounted (i.e., attachedto the root file systemfor
general use), the volume name of that file system is used
to create a directory in the / folder and the file system is
attached to that directory. This is a special feature of the
Integral PC and provides a much nicer means for a user to
relate a piece of disc media to the general organization of
the system's file system. In a standard UNIX system, it is
left up to the user to decide where and under what name
a file system on a disc is to be attached to the main file
system. We did not wish to burden Integral PC users with
such details.
Another special feature of the RAM disc is that all space
for it is dynamically allocated from system memory as
needed and then dynamically freed when it is no longer
in use. This is the first RAM disc on a personal computer
to manageits own space,On other personal computers that
have a RAM disc capability, the spacefor the RAM disc is
statically allocated and that portion of system RAM is lost
to the RAM disc whether it is actually being used or not.
On the Integral PC, unused RAM disc spaceis periodically
freed for use by the rest of the system.One further advantage
of the RAM disc is speed. Without the time-consuming
mechanical head movement of a disc drive, RAM disc performance is exceptional.
A relative of the RAM disc is the ROM disc. This is an

emulation of a disc device in ROM. It is mounted as a
regular file system to the system root directory /. All applicationsstoredin the systemROM are accessedvia this disc
device. These include PAM and severalprogramsused in
the automatic configuration of the system and the various
devices that it controls, This arrangementallows a user to
reference these ROM-basedprograms in the same manner
as other programs on any other disc device.
Maintaining File System Integrity. File system integrity is
an important issue with personal computers, especially
with the common use of flexible disc drives.A typical user
frequently moves discs in and out of these disc drives. This
makes it quite difficult to manage the integrity of the file
space on each piece of disc media. In a standard LINIX
system, things are even more complicated. When writes
occur in such a system,the data is not physically moved
out to disc immediately. It is stored in an intermediate
buffer and is only written out when the particular file buffer
containing the information is neededfor another disc operation. Although this enhances overall disc performance, it
makes the file system extremely susceptible to corruption.
Unintentional removal of a disc in typical UNIX systemscan
easily destroy the integrity of all information on the disc.
This situation, of course,is completely unacceptable.
In the Integral PC system, all user data is immediately
posted to disc. All file system information used to manage
the file spaceon a disc is updated eachtime a file is closed.
This greatly improves the security of the data on the file
system while maintaining a low overheadof system disc
activity managing the file system. The only time file information is at risk is when a file on a particular disc is open
and then only the information in that file is in danger (a
situation common to almost all personal computers and
many minicomputers as well). Now, even if a flexible disc
is accidentally removed from the Integral PC at the wrong
moment, little damageis done, Also, any structural damage
done to the file system can be easily repaired with a utility
program provided with the Integral PC, called verify-disc.
This is a friendly version of the fsckUNIX utility. All this
puts greater control of file integrity in the user's hands and
minimizes the accidental loss of information if a flexible
disc is mistakenly removed at the wrong time. Maintaining
the integrity of disc information in this manner greatly
outweighs the slight file system performance loss caused
by not buffering disc writes.
Basinga UNIX machine on a flexible disc drive presented
a new challenge to the design team. Most UNIX systems
are not friendly in dealing with removable discs. UNIX
systems traditionally require the user to first put in a flexible disc, then type the mount command to make the operating system aware that a new disc is available to the operating system. The user is also required to type the unmount
command beforeremoving the flexible disc. This is necessary for systems that write information to buffers in RAM,
and later write the information to the disc. Many operating
systems flush any dirty buffers to the disc only when the
unmount command is issued by the user. If a user forgets
to issue the unmount command before pulling out the flexible disc, part of the information is left in the machinel
The Integral PC attacks this problem in two ways. First,
as mentioned earlier, the operating system writes informa-
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tion directly to the disc. Information is not left in buffers
to be written to the disc later. This allows the user to pull
out the disc at any time. Second, the mounting and unmounting of discs is done automatically. A special process
created at power-on issues the mount and unmount commands for the user. This process is called daemon.When a
disc is inserted into the disc drive, the operating system
senses it. The disc driver then alerts daemon,which then
examines the disc. It sensesif the disc is write protected,
and what the volume name of the disc is. It then createsa
folder for the disc, connects(mounts)the disc to the folder,

and alerts the PAM process that a new disc is available.
PAM then displays the new disc's files. When a disc is
removed, the disc driver also alerts daemon,which then
disconnects (unmounts) the disc from the folder, removes
the disc from its list of mounted discs, and then deletes
the folder. Finally, daemonnotifies the PAM process that
the disc has been removed and PAM updates its display.
Reference
1. S.R.Bourne,The UNIX System,Addison-Wesley,
1983.

A FriendlyUNIXOperatingSystemUser
Interface
by Jon A. Brewster,KarenS. Helt,and JamesN. Phillips
HE TERM USER INTERFACE is used to describe all
interactionsbetween a personand a computer.This
includes keyboard layout, display formatting,
command structures, and disc handling. The design of the
user interface for HP's Integral PersonalComputer was driven by the need to make the power of its HP-UX operating
system (HP's version of the UMX'* operating system)available to the novice. Some important constraints were to
avoid alienating sophisticatedUNIX users or previous HP
personal computer users,to allow porting of standardUNIX
software,and to allow a novice userto becomemore sophisticated in using the computer as the user's familiarity with
the system grows.
The user interface for the Integral PC consists of three
parts:HP Windows (window manager),PAM (PersonalApplications Manager),and the inherent user interface of each
application. The result is a visually oriented multitasking
system that allows each program to run as if it were the
only program running.
HP Windows
HP Windows provides a model for easymultitasking.The
first part of the model is the desk and paper analogy. The
screencan be considereda desk,with eachwindow a paper
lying on the desk. This is supported by the fact that windows can overlay each other without modifying each
other's information (Fig. r). Windows also can be shuffled
from front to back, and moved around. A window supplies
a view of part of a large two-dimensional object. This object
can be moved up or down and left or right to changewhich
part of the object is viewed through the window.
Each window has a name. The name, selectedby PAM,
is usually the name of the program that is running or the
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file that is being viewed. The name is containedin a small
tab called the window title, which sticksup from the upper
left edge of each window display. Since windows are allowed to cover each other, somerules for uncovering need
to be discussed.In general,whenever a window receives
new information, either from a running program or from
echoing a user's input, that window shows itself in front
of the other windows. A window is also shown when it is
selected by the optional mouse for the Integral PC, when
it is brought out of hiding (off-screen storage),or when it
is brought to the front via the shuffle command (by pressing
the shifted Selectkey on the keyboard).
Windows can be told to hide. When a window is hidden,
the information part of the window is removed from the
screen and the title is placed at the lower left part of the
screen(seelower left corner of Fig. 1). When there is more
than one window hidden, there will be a title for each
hidden window. If an output occurs to a window in this
state,the window remains hidden, but when the window
is next shown. the new information will be there,
Shuffling a window to the front or back, or hiding it,
does not changeits location on the screen.Only its depth
or visibility relative to the other windows is changed.This
supports the paper/deskmodel by allowing specific papers
to move to the top or bottom of a pile of paperson the desk.
The selector is a small image used with the Selectkey to
select a place of interest on the screen. When the selector
is betweenwindows it appearsas a small diamond. When
the selector is over the menu it appears as a small arrow.
Each window is allowed its own selector image which is
in effect when the selector is over that window. The default
image is a small arrow. The selector is usually controlled
by a mouse, or other pointing device, but can be controlled
bv the kevboard.

The keyboard is considered to be connected to only one
window at a time. When the user types, the letters show
up only in this window, which is called the active window.
Awindow is madeactivebythe userinthe followingways:
r The optional mouse can be used to make a window active. Simply move the selector over any portion of the
desiredwindow using the mouse,and pressthe left button on the mouse. This is also the method used to retrieve
a hidden window from the lower left of the screen. Simply selectthe desired title.
r If a window is brought to the top with the shuffle command, it is made the active window.
r When an application is placed in a new window by
PAM. it is made the active window.
Each window has its own cursor, which is a windowbased image that is not allowed to leave its window. If the
window type is an alpha window (most windows), the
cursor behaves as a normal terminal cursor. If a window
is a graphics window, the cursor is associatedwith the
plotting pen.
The user interface is designed around a required
keyboard and an optional mouse. The following two techniques are used to allow the user interface to behave in a
consistent manner with and without a mouse:
r The keyboard can simulate a mouse movement. In particular, the cursor control keys can be made to control
the selector by simply pressing the GTRLkey with the
cursor keys.
r Two keys on the keyboard, select and Menu,duplicate
the functionality of the two buttons on the mouse.
Menus. A menu is a list of items equivalent to the softkey
labels of the Series B0 Computers and current IIP 262X
Terminals. Theseitems are listed horizontally at the bottom
of the screenin an inverse video area.This area "floats"
on top of any windows that extend into the bottom area of
the screen.
The Menukey on the keyboard and the right button on
the mouse act as toggle switches, causing the menu to appear or disappeareach time they are pressed.
Each window has its own menu called the user menu.
This keeps menu items from different proglams from interfering with each other. There is also a system menu for
window manipulation commands that is shared by all win-

dows. The Userand Systemkeys on the keyboard are used
to selectthe menu type.
The softkeys at the top of the keyboard can be used to
accessthe menu items. It is also possible to accessthe
items by positioning the selector on the desired item with
the mouse and then pressingthe mouse's selectbutton.
The center area of the menu contains the name of the
active window and an identifier that tells the user which
type of menu is active (seeFig. 1).
User Control. Window control can be very simple. PAM
creates windows automatically. Unused windows get destroyed automatically whenever a new window is created.
The only explicit control a novice user needsis the shuffle
operation, which brings the window at the very back of
the stack to the front, and makes it active. Consecutive
shuffles allow a user to review all windows. Even windows
that are completely hidden behind other windows can be
accessedquickly.
The rest of the user control is performed through the
systemmenu (seeFig. 2). An asteriskappearsin the appropriate label block for one of the two states switched by
toggle commands to indicate the current mode.
The Hidecommand removes the active window from the
screen without modifying the information it contains. Its
title, or banner, will be placed in the lower left corner of
the screen.
The Invertcommand toggles the color senseof the active
window. Black on orange will turn to orange on black, and
vice versa. The Movecommand is an interactive command
that will move the active window to a specified location
without changing its size. When the move operation is
invoked, the selector changesits image to that of a bracket
in the shapeof an upper left window corner (like an upsidedown L). This corner selectorindicates the placement of
the upper left corner of the window. The user can move
the selector anywhere on the screen, and press the Select
key to finish the command.
The Pausecommand tells the active window to perform
no more output until the next pause command is given.
When a window is paused, the internal buffers fill up and
the program is put to sleep. This is equivalent to GtrFSand
Ctrl-Oin a standard UNIX tty driver.
The Savecommand toggles the save state of the active
(continuedon page 31)
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PAM window is hidden.
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Personal Applications Manager
HP'sPersonalApplicationsManager(PAM)is containedin the
Integral PC's system ROM and is run automatlcallywhen the
system is turned on. PAM providesfacilitiesfor managingprograms and data. lt is usuallythe user's primaryinterfaceto the
IntegralPC's HP-UXoperatingsystem.
The PAM user interfacehas three basic parts: the command
area, the folder area, and the functionkeys. With this interlace
the user can see the contentsof a folder, view the inlormation
in a file, and enter commandsto run applicationsand manage
files. A folder is a collectionof programs,data files, and other
folders;it is the same as an HP-UXdirectory(see Fig. 1).
The command area, which is the upper portion of the PAM
display, is where a user issues commands and receivesPAM
feedback.A commandmay be a functionthat is built into PAM
(requiringno other programto be executed)or it may be a file
in the file system.By buildingintoPAMa carefullyselectedgroup
of commands,the need for a mounteddisc with commandprograms is eliminatedin many cases. For an IntegralPC without
externaldisc drives,this has the benelit of freeing the built-in
disc drive for a disc with the user's programsand data.
The criteriontor selectingthe commandsbuilt into PAM was
to have a group of commandsthat providefor mostof the user's
generalfile handlingneeds.PAM has built-incommandsto do
the following:
r Copy, move, rename,and delete a file
r View the contentsof a file
r Printthe contentsof a file
r Redisplaythe contentsof the openfolder(thefolderdisplayed
in the PAM folder area)
r Changethe open folder
r Make a new folder
r Type a file name or a line of text in anotherwindow.
Commandsnot built into PAM are associatedwith a file in the
file system.This is a standardfeatureoJHP-UXshells(command
interpreters).
Withoneof the standardHP-UXshellsthe command
must be a program.PAM goes a step beyond this and allowsa
commandto be a program,a datafile,oralolder.ltthecommand
is a program,it is run. lf it is a data file, the contentsof the file
are displayedone page at a time. lf it is a folder, the folder is
made the open folder. In addition to simple command entry,
which may be adequatefor many applications,PAM supports
the followingcommandentry features:
r Commandparameters
r Specificationof the standardinputand outputof a command
r Specificationthat the output of a command is to be used as
the inout of anothercommand
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r Startinga sequenceof commandsto be run in order
r Soecification
of thewindowin whicha commandis to be run.
TwentylinesoJcommandsare saved by PAMand are accessible
to lhe user for editing and reentry.
PAM always sets up a window for an externalcommand to
use for output.This keepsthe PAMdisplayand commandoutput
separateand allowsPAMto be usedwhilea commandis running.
lf the userchangesPAM'sdisplayfontor invertsthe PAMwindow,
thencommandwindowsareset uo withthe newcharacteristics.
The folder area,which is the lowerportionof the PAM display,
displaysthe name of the open folder along with the contentsof
the open folder.The folder contentsare displayedautomatically
and continuously.Thereis no need to run a commandto display
informationas is the case with other HP-UXshells.
Files of the same type (program,data, folder or device) are
grouped togetherin the display. One of the file names is highlighted-this is the file that is operatedon by the functionkeys
and that can be run as a command with a single keystrokeor
pick of the optionalmouse.The file highlightedcan be changed
from the keyboardor by using the mouse.
When PAM is used to change the contentsof a folder or to
change to anotherfolder,the folder area display is updated. lf
the size of the PAM window is changed, PAM reorganizesthe
folder area display so that it fits within the new bounds of the
window. In the eventthat there is insufficientroom to displaythe
entirecontentsof the open folder,PAMallowsthe userto display
the contentsin severalparts.
execution
The PAMfunctionkeysare usedto do one-keystroke
of the mostcommonbuilt-inPAMcommands.Thesekeysoperate
on the file name that is highlightedin the folder area (this file
name is the "parameter"lor the function key commands).The
labels of the keys and their use change based on the type of
the highlightedfile.Forexample,key rr is usedto starta program
when a program is highlighted,to view the contents of a file
when a data tile is highlighted,and to change the open folder
and redisplaythe folder area when a folder is highlighted.Functions that are not applicableto a particulartype of file are not
accessiblewith the keys when a file of that type is highlighted.
PAM is designedto be localizedfor use worldwide.PAM has
been localizedfor severallanguages,includingFrench,German,
Italian,and Japanese (Katakana).Messages,key labels, and
commandnamesare alltranslated(usingthe fullRomanScharacter set),and the PAMdisplayformatis adjustedto meet localization needs.This is done by changinga messagefilethat contains
PAM's readabletext; the same basic PAM program is used for
all languages.PAM localizationcan be done by a nonprogrammer with an IntegralPC in the countrieswhere the localization
is needed (i.e.,no other developmentsystemis required).
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window. This command is used to retain old windows that
have desirable information. If a window is not to be saved
(no asterisk in the label block and default mode) and no
program is currently using the window (it is closed, but
old output may still be present), then when the next window is created,the unsaved window will be destroved.
The Stopcommand destroys the active window if it is
not being used (not open). Otherwise, sigquitwill be sent
to the processgroup, and the window will be destroyedif
and when the final close occurs.
The Stretchcommand changesthe size of a window while
leaving its position unchanged. The stretch operation behaves like the move operation except that the selectorlooks
like the lower right corner of a window (a backward L).
The selectedposition becomesthe new lower right corner
of the window, and the upper left corner (called the anchor)
stayswhere it is. If the selectedposition is aboveor to the
left of the anchor, then the window will be placed such
that the selectedposition and the anchor form two corners
diagonally opposed to each other.
The Alphaand Graphics
commands bring up window-typespecific menus.The active windowtype determineswhether
Alpha,Graphics,or a future type is indicated in the system
menu. Thesemenus contain commands such as Display
Functionsfor alpha windows and PenUpfor graphicswindows.
Programmer Control. The programmer's interface for window control allows for completecontrol. However,all control is optional. The standardUNIX environment is set up
mostly for terminals. The window environment is completely compatible with programs that use terminal
abilities. In particular, the alpha window type is a pure
superset of the normal UNIX tty driver. The technique for
controlling windows is modeled afterthat usedfor controlling the tty driver. The program makes a call to get a copy
of the current state, changes some of the information, and
then makes another call to put it back. Some things that
can be modified are name, location, and size. There are
also bits that control whether the window is on the screen
or hidden, has an inverted backgroundcolor, is connected
to the keyboard (is active), etc.
When a program is finished, it exits and goes away, but
the window it was using is not destroyed.This is because
many programs compute their answers, output them, and
then immediately exit. If the window were destroyed,the
information would be lost. Instead, the window is destroyedthe next time a window is created(unlessthe user
pressesthe Savesoftkey). If a program wants its window
to be destroyedwhen it exits, the program should set the
autodestroybit.
Asynchronousevents,such as alarmsor telephonehangups, are handled by signals.The program merely specifies
that a particularfunction be calledwhen the eventhappens.

Since many programs use the mouse, the Integral PC has
With this signaland a function
a new signalcalled sigmouse.
that reports exactly what happened, a program can easily
detect such things as the left button on the mouse going
down orup, orthe windowbeing stretchedormade active.
Window Architecture
The overriding constraint on the window manager architecture was the need to emulate existing UNIX I/O. It
would not be acceptableto requirea programto be modified
to run it in a window. Becauseof this, the window system
has been implemented as a set of device drivers.
For every window type there is a driver. The standard
window manager includes the TERM0alpha and HP-GL
graphics drivers. There is a driver called the window control module, which coordinates all screen and keyboard
activity. The drivers mentioned above are all independent
of the system hardware. The hardware dependent software
is contained in the keyboard driver and display driver. The
intermodule connectionsare shown in Fig. 3.
The keyboard driver receives control from the interrupt
handler. It processesits inputs into four types: keystrokes
from keyboards, relative motion from devices such as a
mouse. absolute coordinates from devices such as a
graphics tablet, and ASCII codes from devices such as a
bar code reader. Keystrokes are mapped through a RAMbasedtable into a standard set of 16-bit codes.This table
can be modified to customizekey layout. This is useful for
supporting Dvoi6k keyboards and foreign language users.
After the keyboard driver converts its inputs into a
hardware independent form, it calls the window control
module for further processing.The window control module
processessome of the information (such as the shuffle operation and mouse movement) and passesthe rest to the
active window. However, the keyboard driver can buffer
the keystrokes and make them available for direct reading.
This is useful for a program that wishes to capture all
keystrokes that enter the system, no matter which window
or program would normally receivethem. Keystrokesalso
can be written to the keyboard driver. These keystrokesare
treated exactly like normal user input.
The display driver has four main jobs: characterplacement and font manipulation, line drawing, raster operations, and identification. At systempower-up, the identification entry points are used to discover such things as
screen size and default font size. Most of the software in
this driver is associatedwith fonts and rasters.The main
problem is that fonts and rasters are big, and the Integral
PC's hardware resourcesare limited becauseof cost restraints. Data spacefor these objectsis allocated dynamically from the main system RAM. However, to use these
objects,they must be placed into a special area of RAM

Flg. 2. View of system menu
along lower portion of the display.
An asteriskis displayed for one of
the two states in label blocks for
toggled modes. (Saveand Pause
in this example).
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Interrupts

HPWinconnectionsfor
Flg.3. Blockdiagramof intermodule
dowsin the lntegralPC.
controlled by the screenhardware. This screenRAM is not
large enough for all fonts or rasters that might exist in the
system at any one time. Therefore, the allocated system
RAM takes on the role of a backing store, requiring the
designof the screendriver to addressmany of the classical
disc driver problems such asthrashing and fragmentation.
The keyboard driver only calls the window control module as describedabove.All modules call the display driver.
The display driver never calls other drivers. The window
control module and the window drivers have a more complicated relationship. Each window driver must have 72
entry points for the window control module to call. Each
window type also has at its disposal 10 entry points into
the window control module. These entry points are designed to hide the nature of each window type from the
window control module, and to centralize screen update
and user interface strategies.
New window types may be added to the window manager. The writer of a new type must understand the use
and maintenenceof the shareddata structure.the 22 crossmodule entry points, and the abilities of the display driver.
Alpha Window
This
The main window type is the alpha window TERM0.
is the window that PAM creates for an application when
it is started. The application's standard input, standard
output, and standard error messagesare connected to the
new window. Since easy porting of applications was an
important goal, the alpha window must look just like a
terminal to the application. Applications written for the
UNIX operating system expect to talk to a terminal through
a serial interface. This serial interface is called the tty interface. The alpha window is a character driver with open,
close,read,write,and ioctlentry points. These entry points
provide the standard tty interface. The window is opened,
read from, written to, and closed just as terminals connectedover serial lines are.The ioctlentry is used to access
other functions not provided by the read,write,open,and
closeentry points. The tty and ioctlsystem calls get and set
the terminal's status. They operate just as physical terminals connectedover serial lines do.
Since there is not actually a serial interface, some of the
bits in the ttydata structure are ignored by the alpha window
code.However,the tty code will still get and set thosebits.
The alpha window actually shares the tty code with the
serially connected devices. The tty status of the alpha win-
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dow is initialized at window creation time to the state that
most applicationsexpect-9600 baud, signalsenabled,line
editing mode, echo on, destructive backspace, XON/XOFF
pacing enabled, send the interrupt signal when the break
key is pressed,map carriage return on input to a new line,
and map a new line on output to a carriagereturn line feed,
Terminal Modes. The alpha window emulates a subset of
the HP 2392 Terminal. This subsetis known as TERM0.It
has both an HP terminal mode and an ANSI terminal mode.
The ANSI escapesequencessupported are a subsetof the
ANSI X3.64 1979 standard.The ANSI mode allows access
to additional software that was not written to use an HP
terminal. The VT100 terminal is one of the more popular
ANSI terminals. Thus, in ANSI mode, much of the software
written for the VT100 could be used. However, the ANSI
mode in the IntegralPCis not a completeVT100 emulation.
The HP terminal mode recognizesHP escapesequences
and does display enhancementsin HP's field-oriented
is a charactermode only. It doesnot contain
method.TERM0
the complex block and format modes of most of HP's terminals. since most of the UNIX software that is written does
does not contain memory lock either.
not use them. TERMO
It does contain all the editing functions such as delete line,
insert line, clear line, deletecharacter,etc. It also contains
cursor positioning, rolling, status query, softkey definition,
and display enhancementescapesequences.It has the enter
line escapesequenceto allow reading back from the terminal buffer. one line at a time. The HP terminal mode of the
alpha window provides definable margins, tab stops, and
soft character fonts.
Display enhancements in HP terminal mode are field
oriented.When a display enhancementis set,it takeseffect
on all characters from the column the cursor is on to the
right until the next display enhancement or the end of the
line is reached. If the terminal is placed in transmit functions mode, the keys such as lnsert llne, Deleteline, Insert
char, and Deletechar return the equivalent HP escape sequence instead of performing their function locally. The
escapesequencesare placed in the read buffer so that the
application can read them.
The ANSI terminal mode contains functions similar to
those for the HP mode. The ANSI terminal mode recognizes
ANSI escapesequencesand does stream-orienteddisplay
enhancements.It contains the equivalent editing functions
such as delete line, insert line, delete character,etc. The
editing ANSI escapesequencesallow a parameter,so multiple lines can be deleted or inserted, multiple characters
can be deleted,or multiple lines can be scrolled.The ANSI
terminal mode also contains cursor positioning, scrolling,
All characters
and display enhancementescapesequences.
sent after the display enhancement is set and before it is
changedhave that display enhancementregardlessof where
they are placed in the window. If the terminal is in transmit
functions mode, the function keys return the ANSI escape
sequencefor the function.
Soft Fonts. Soft fonts are a useful feature of the alpha window. There can be eight different fonts in use at the same
time. These fonts can all be in the same window or they
can be used in several different windows. The fonts in an
alpha window must all be the same size, but a different
window can have a different-sized font. Thus, one window

can be using a 6x8 font while a different window can be
using 7x11 fonts. When the size of the font in a window
is changed,the window is redrawn using the new font size.
If the application has been set up to receive the stretch
event signal from the window manager,a font size change
will generatethe stretch event signal. This allows the application to get the size of the font and the size of the window
and then reformat its window to the best format.
The Integral PC comes with a collection of fonts, a command to change fonts in a window, and a font editor that
allows the user to createnew fonts. The font editor displays
an enlarged version of the character being edited on the
left and half of the 256 characters in a set on the right.
First, the user selects the character to be edited. Then the
user edits the character by toggling dots selected in the
enlarged character. To see how the character appears surrounded by other characters,the user can type and a line
will display the characters using the character set as it is
at that moment. After the character set looks the way the
user wants it, it can be saved in a file.
The font editor will edit fonts containing up to 256
characters. The character cell size can be up to 16 dots
wide by 16 dots high. The font editor works either from
the keyboard or with a mouse, although mouse operation
is easier.
Fast Alpha. The alpha window also contains support for
fast alpha, a high-performance functional interface for random-accessalphanumeric devices.Fastalpha provides the
capability of writing strings of characters with or without
display enhancementsat any position in the window, placing the cursor and turning it on or off, creating, activating,
and removing fonts, filling a rectangle with a character
with or without display enhancement, and scrolling a rectangle in any direction. The performance comesfrom sending many charactersin one call, not having to look at every
characterto parse escapesequences,and not having to send
an escapesequenceto position the cursor before writing.

There are two fast alpha libraries. One is write only. This
library is supported by various HP-UX machines. It contains the functions mentioned above. The second library
allows information to be read back from the screen. This
library is not a standard library and should be used only
if the first library does not provide the functions needed.
HP-GL Graphics Window
During the early development of the Integral PC, we considered how screengraphics should be implemented. We
realized that compatibility with other HP products was
very important. Equally important was to make external
software development as easyas possible by making it easy
to port software to the Integral PC. We also knew that we
would be supporting external HP-GL-basedplotters.
Given the above considerations,we decided to model
the graphics window after the llP 747OA Plotter.l Many
software developers provide configurations for their applications that support the HP 747OA.While we decided that
this was the best way to develop graphics for the Integral
PC, it did presentsome problems.Foremostof theseis the
different graphics resolutions of the Integral PC's graphics
window and the HP 747OAPlotter. The graphicswindow
is limited to the screensize,which is 512 dots horizontally
by 255 dots vertically, while the plotter's resolution is approximately 10,300dots by 7650dots.Therefore,plots displayed on the Integral PC may not appear as smooth as
their plotter counterparts.
The HP-GL command implementation on the Integral PC
is very close to that of the HP 747OA,but there are a few
differences. UC, user-defined character,and VS, velocity
select,were not implemented. Finally, we added one command, PG,to clear the graphics display.
Reference
1. M. Azmoon, "Development of a Low-Cost, High-Quality Graphics
Plotter," Hewlett-Pockord Iournol, Vol. 33, no. 12, December 1982.

Data Communications
Most data communicationsprogramsin existencetoday were
written without the use of windows in mind, primarilybecause
windowed systems were not readily available.This tended to
create a clutteredmodel for the user-the same window had to
be used for communicatingboth with a remotesystemand with
the local terminalemulatorprogram.To change from one mode
to the other,the userwas requiredto type a cryptic escapecode
sequence.A second disadvantageof this methodwas that while
one mode was active,the other was disabled.With the advent
of a multiple-windowsystem,both of these problemsare easily
resolvedand a cleanermodel is presentedto the user.
The data communicationspackageforthe IntegralPC provides
the user with three windows:a host window (see Fig. 1), a command window,and a messagewindow.Whena remoteconnection is active,the host windowbehavesas the terminal;anything
the user types into this windowwill be transmitted,while all data
received from the remote system is displayed here. When the
commandwindow is active,everythingtyped by the user is interpreted locallyas a commandintendedforthe datacomprogram.

The message window is used solely for displayingstatus and
error messages.
Wheneverthe user is using one of the datacom windows,the
other two windowscontinueto performtheir assignedtasks.For
example,if the user has selectedthe command window,and is
currentlyviewing a help screen,the host window could be performing a file transfer at the same time. By simply using the
optionalmouse,or any of the other meansprovided by the Integral PC for selectinga new window,the user can move quickly
from one of the datacomwindowsto another.No comolex user
interactionis required.
Terminal Emulation
The Integral PC data communicationspackage emulatesa
basic HP 2622 ferminal without block or format modes. The
terminal emulationfunctions (processing escape sequences,
handlingkeyboardinput, and displaymanagement)are all handled by the window managerand the TERMowindowtype. What
the datacom package provides is a link between the optional
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Fig. 1. Display of host window fol
Integral PC's datacom packagePortionsof the commandand message windows can be seen al
the toD.

lPEESll > I

RS-232-Cl/O card for the Integral PC and a rERMowindow.
Alongwithprovidingthislink,thedatacompackagealsosupplies
a mechanismfor performingseveraltypes o{ file transfers,configuringthe RS-232-Ccard, and doing a varietyof other related
tasks.
Many of the commands provided by the datacom package
specifyconfigurationoptions.When the user choosesthese options,a form is displayed.Then,using any combinationof the
mouse,softkeys,cursor keys, and editing keys,the user enters
the desired parametersinto the form. When the form has been
completed,it is removedfrom the display, and the parameters
are remembereduntilthe user changesthem.
File Transfers
The IntegralPC's datacompackage is capable of performing
two differenttypes of file transiers:
as
r Charactertrans{ers,where the file is transmitted/received
a string ol ASCII characters,and no checking is performed
on the data.
r Blockprotocoltransfers,wherethe file is brokenup intoblocks
and transmittedor receivedas such. Each block requiresan
explicit acknowledgmentfrom the receiver before the next
block is sent. The block protocol used is the Christensen

umodem (or xmodem) protocol.
Eachfile transfertechniquehas its advantagesand disadvantages. A block protocoltransferis a necessityif the integrityol
the file must be maintained,or if the file containsbinaryinformation.The disadvantageof this type of filetransferis that it involves
nrore overheadthan a charactertransfer,because each block
must be acknowledgedbefore the next will be sent. However,
since file integrityis normallyof primaryimportance,the performance penalty is negligible.Charactertransfersmust be used
to exchangeASCIIfileswith anothermachinethat does not support the block protocol.Althoughthis type of transferis faster,
it cannot be used to transferbinaryfiles. At the presenttime, a
wide base of machines support the block protocol, including
HP's PortableComouterand the HP 3000. Most machinesavailable today are also capable of supportingthis type of transfer.
A frequentuse for the file transferfacilityis for data logging.
The user has the option of eitherkeepinga copy of a sessionin
a file,or loggingthe sessionon the printer.
Fred Taft
Development
Engineer
PortableComputerDivision

Printer and Plotter Drivers
Thereare many dif{erenttypes of printersand plotterson the
markettoday.They are specializedto performspecificfunctions
(e.9.,slowerletter-qualityprintersand fasterdot matrixprinters).
Often,a user owns more than one printeror plotterand desires
that all of the peripherals
be availableat the sametime.
The UNIX'" operatingsystemtraditionallydoes not recognize
this situation.For example,the standardprinteris usually/dev/lp
and UNIXapplications
usinga printeruse ldev/lp.
This does not
work well with more than one orinter.Eitherthe orintersmust be
physicallyswapped betweenapplicationsor the second printer
must be assigneda differentdevice name.
An idealsolutionwouldbe to haveall peripherals
availableat
alltimesand haveall peripherals
of a giventype (i.e.,all printers)
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accessible through the same device name. The solution developed for the IntegralPC meetsthese goals.
Four new variables,printer,ptotter,
prinLflag,
and plot-flag,
exist
in the data structurethat describeseach process(calledthe proc
structure).Theprinter
and ptotter
variablescontalnthe devtcenumbers (both majorand minor)describingthe currentprinterand
plotter,respectively.The prinLftag
and ptoLftag
variablescontain
bit flags used to controlthe operationof printersand plotters.
Becausea separateprocstructureexistsfor each process,eacn
processmay use a differentprinteror plotter.Anotheradvantage
of this approach is that each process tnheritsthe procstructure
from its parent process.This means that when the user sets a
specificprinterfor use by PAM,any applicationsstartedby PAM
willalsousethe sameprinter.Theusercan subsequently
change

PAM's printerwithoutaffectingthe applicationalreadystarted.
This brings us to the indirect device drivers tdevttp
and tdevt
plotter,which operate in a similarmanner.When data is sent to
/dev/lp,the driver looks at the procstructureto determinewhich
printerto use.
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school'schapterof theTauBetaPi honorarysociety.AresidentofAlbany,Oregon,Karenis married
and enjoys reading science liction and fantasy.
She also plays Dungeonsand Dragonsand is
learningto make stainedglass.

James N. Phillips
With HP since 1981,Jay
tor
Phillipswas responsible
the graphicswindowsfor
the HP IntegralPC.Earlier,
he developed a CP/MO
card andaterminalemulator
tortheSeries80 Comouler
as well as other software.
Jay was born in Anniston,
Alabama.served in the
U.S. Navy,and completedwork for a BS degree
in electricaland computerengineeringlrom Oregon StateUniversityin 1978.Beforecomingto HP
he worked on digital electronicdesign at Raytheon
Company.He and hiswifeand two childrenlivein
Corvallis,Oregonwhere he is a memberof the
Jaycees. He is involvedin realestateinvestingand
enjoysmountainclimbingand bicycling.

Jon A. Brewsler
Brewster has been
on calculatorand
cornputer prodsince joiningHP in
1977.He has orovided
technicalcustomersupport
and has been an applications engineer.He was
both a project leader and
projectmanagerlortheHP
IntegralPCand was responsibleiorthe userinterface and the utilitiesdisc set. Jon was born in
Seattle,Washinglon and received a BS degree
irom OregonState Universityin 1980. He lives in
Corvallis,Oregonwith his wife and three sons and
enjoysphotography,motorcycles,and astronomy.
He commentsthattheIntegraiPC makesafinetele'
scope controller and that he has created a nice
controllibrary.
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This vintage Hewlett-Packard document was
preserved and distributed by
www.hparchive.com
Please visit us on the web!

The HP Archive thanks George Pontis
for his contribution of this material.

On-line curator: John Miles, KE5FX
jmiles@pop.net

